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Abstract

    The exciton absorption spectra of Cu20 at various temperatures have

been investigated by the wavelength modulation technique. By the

development of the technique the exciton structures have become

observable even at room temperature and the new phonon assisted indirect

transition edges have been found at 4.2K. An impurity associated.

transition has been also identified.

  '    The line shape analysis has been performed for each exciton s.tructure

according to Toyozawa's theory. The results show that the exciton line
                                 '
due to direct electric-dipole allowed transition has an asymmetric

Lorentzian line figure and its half value width is proportional to T

(the absolute temperature) at high temperature, while the yellow

ls line due to direct electric-dipole forbidden transition has a

                                                                ..charcteristic line figure with the half value width proportional to

                                     ttT2. ' The temperature dependence of the spectrum shows that the rl2

optical phonon piays an iimportant role in the exciton--phonon interaction.

    The band masses of the electron ahd the light and heavy holes have

                                                                       'been determined from the Rydberg constants of the excitons and the

electron in the donor., ' This result shows, contrary to the data in the

                                  'that the electron effective mass differs appreciably from that of the

light hole.

p. ast,
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I. Introduction

  1. Wavelength Modulation Spectroscopy

    Experimental studies on the optical prQperties of various ma".erials,

with the aid of the quantum mechanical theory, have contributed to the

knowledges of their quantum electronic structures.

    In recent years, it has been made clear that we could obtain rnore
                        '
inforrnation from the derivative spectra with respect to some external

parameters than from the conventional spectra.

    The spectral structure associated with the electron transition at

a certain critical point in the band structure becomes clearly observable

                                    . As an example, the dielectricby the use of modulation techniques

.constant e near a three dirnensional critical point (in the case of

direct anowed or indirect exciton transition) is given byl)

                   '                                                 '                                   112                      e = b(co - cog) + slowly varying background, (1)

                         '
where co is the frequency of the incidence and tu g the energy gap.

                                   'The background is usually much larger than the first term and hence the

precise and clear observation of the structure of the first term is very

difficult in conventional spectra, while the derivative of dielectric

              'constant e with respect to sorne parameter g makes the singularity more

                                             'detectable as follows;
                                            '                                              '

             vgt. .g (. - .,)-ii2 dSal,E tog) , (2)

                                                 '                                                                 '

which takes a large value near the point al = tug. Two different

 choices exist for the derivative parameter g : frequency to (external

modulation) and energy gap cog (internal modulation). . The derivative

of e with respect to al can be obtained by a frequency modulation of the

incident light beam. Thus we can analyse a wavelength modulation
             '
                                                                   '          '     '                                                               '            '                                  -1-



spectrum oniy by using the theory on the optieal eonstants. The

measurements of derivative spectra of optica! constants (reflectivity,

absorption coefficient, etc.) with respect to the energy gap cog can be

done by the application of a periodically varying exte mal force to the

sanrple. The possible parameters g are electric field. (electro-absorp-
                                                     'tionlreflection), pressure (piezo-) and teTrrperature (therino-). In
          '
this case, we must analyse an internaZ modulation experimental result
                                                                  'not only by using the theory of the optical constants, but also by using

the theroy of the effect of the perturbation on the optical constants

of the materials, and thus the interpretation of the data becomes very

comp li cate d.

    By using the wavelength rnodulation technique, we can observe a

structure which appears in the conventional optical spectxa only as a

small change of a slope, as a cZean step in the first derivative signal.

The wavelength modulation technique based on a phase sensitive detec-

tion enables us to obtain a wavelength derivative spectrum with a good

signai-to-noise-ratio. The wavelength modulation technique has been

applied to both xefXection and absorption specera. For the spectra

associated with the higher band transition above the band gap, the

wavelength modulation technique becomes a powerfu1 tJooZ, and espec.ially

it is usefuZ for the determinati.on off tlie type of the Van Hove singula,rity

at the transition point through the line shape analysis?) However,

                         '
the instrumentation for this reflection measuremene is difficult.
                                       '
    Studies of indirect tTansition spectra neax the band gap of some

semiconductors, such as Ge and sig) and studies of exciton spectra4)

have been performed by the use of the wavelength modulation absoxption

technique, in order to find out new fine structures and to determine

their transition type and mechanism. Line shape analysts about the

                                -2-



structures near the absorption edge of various materials by means of

the wavelength modulation technique have become gradually active5)

  2. Survey of Exciton Absorption Spectra of Cu20

    Optical absorption spectra of the exciton series of Cu20 were first

observed by Hayashi et al.6) and then the two series of the hydrogen-like

absoxption lines, yellow and green series, reflecting the spin-orbit

splitting of the valence band, were extensively studied by Hayashi7)

and Gross8) At the beginning of their studies, they could not

find out the absorption lines corresponding to the transition to the

states, n=1(ls), of the both series, since these lines were known later

to be observable only at very low temperature by the conventional method

of spectroscopy E}nd to be very weak compared with the n=2(2p) lines of

the series and moreover to be shifted unexpectedly to the lower energy

sides. While they found a pair of step-like absorption edges in the

so-called red region, the red edges were later ascribed to indirect

transitions to the n=1(ls) exciton state accompanied by emission or
                      '                               9)absorption of an optical phonon.

    EuiottlO) inferred theoretically from the band symmetry of Cu20

that the yellow and green series of the absorption lines are the second

class transition, in which the transition to the n=1 state is '

electric-dipole-forbidden and is allowed only by the electric-quadrupole

or magnetic-dipole mechanism with very weak oscillator strength, and

the direct transitions to the higher states are synmetry-forbidden.

    Nikitine et ai.ii) concluded experimentauy from the investigation

of the light-polarization dependence of the absorption intensity using

oriented single crystals that the transition to the n=1 state of the

yellow series is due to the electric-quadrupole mechanism.

    In the case of the n=1 line of the green series which is rather
             '
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broad and is hardly separable from the n=2 line of the yellow series,

Deiss et ai.i2) suggested that the transition mechanism is ascribed to

the magnetic-dipole transition, from the reason that they could not

observe .any light-polarization dependence of the absorption spectrum.

    Other exciton series in the higher energy side of the green series,

which are called as the blue and indigo exciton series, were observed

                                            11)in the reflection spectra by Nikitine et al.                                                and in the absorption

onesby Daunois et.al.3) and Gross et.al.14) ,

    Uniaxial stress effects on the spectra of the excitons in Cu20 were

studied by Gross et.ai.i5) to determine symmetries in the severai '

exciton formation mechanisms. '[hey also carried out the study on the

symmetry properties of the phonons associated with the indirect exciton

edges16) Magneto-optical studies on the n=1 line and also on the

indirect edges of the ye!low series were performed by Gross17) who

concluded that the normal linear Zeeman splitting ' is not irnportant

in the case of the yellow series, because the masses of the electrons

and holes participating in the yellow exciton might be a!most of the same

                                   '
    The line shape of an individual absorption peak or edge in the Cu20

exciton absorption spectrum has been examined from both sides of

experirnents and theories. , We are much indebted to Toyozawa for the

theoretical progress on the exciton spectral line shape associated with

exciton-phonon interaction18N20) According to his resuits}8) the iine

shape of an individual exciton line except for the ls yellow exciton

line is expected to fit satisfactorily to an asynllnetric Lorentzian line

figure within the main part of the peak. His another calculation20)

covers the case for the yellow ls exciton line, the shape of which is

no more asymmetric Lorentzian and has a long tail at higher energy side.

    Ihe first attempt for the line shape analysis from the experimental

                                                        '
                                                  '                                                            '                                '-4-



side was made by zverev et al.21) for the 2p line of the yellow series and

he found out the temperature dependence of the line width consistent

with that predicted by Toyozawa. The line shape analysis for other
exciton lines at 4.2K was performed by Nikitine et al.22'23) and the

assumption of Lorentzian line figure SUCceeded fairly well. However

the considerably large background of these lines prevented them from the

observation of more exact line figures. Recently the line figure

analysis for the ls line of the green series has been carried out by

Daunois et al.24) by the use of the wavelength moduiation technique.

    The electro-absorption technique was applied to the study on the

fine structures of the Cu20 exciton lines associated with the forbidden
   '
transitions in the sense of the electric-dipole transition mechanism

by Daunois et ai.2S) who found out the ns and nd exciton iines.

                                                                 '                                                                     26)    Recently Rarnan scattering experiments have been done by Yu et al.•
                                                                    '                  27) . 'and Compaan et al. -
                       '
  3..Present Experiment

    Though many kinds of studies have been done on the excitons in Cu20,

                                                                  'we have few reports about the fine structures of the excitons without

external perturbations, such as electric field and stress, and on account
                                                                  'of the thermal broadening and rather large background, the exciton '

                                                   'spectra at high temperature have never been investigated.. Moreover,
                                                                  'for thesame reason, it has been difficult and insufficient to determine

the line shape of the absorption lines and steps of the excitons by

means of the conventional spectrai technique. .

    In the present paper, in order to make clear the exciton structures,.

                              'we will report the measurement of the absorption spectra of Cu20 by

means of the wavelength modulation technique. With this modulation
                                                           tttechnique, we can suppress fairly well the background, because it has

                                                               '                                                                    '            '                                 '                                                                ..                                                                   '                                                          '                                 -5- ' '-                                                        '



rather smooth and structureless dependence on wavelength, and we can

pick up several kinds of fine structures which have never been reported

with conventional absorption measurements, that is, we can observe

rather sharp yellow ls direct line at high temperature and phonon

assisted ls indirect exciton lines at low temperature. For the studies

on the line-shapes, the wavelength derivative spectroscopy is more advan-

tageous in corTrparison with the absorption spectra by the conventional
                                                                 '
method because we can get clearer structures of the lines and can

exclude the background more easily. Therefore, by using the wave-

length modulation spectra, we will perform the line shape analys•i+s for

several exciton structures in or(leT to obtain informations about the

transition mechanisms and about the exciton-phonon interactions.

-6-



II. Experimental Procedures

    Wavelength modulation derivative spectroscopy is a powerful tool

for the analysis of the spectral line shapes and structures of excitons,

and it can be afford more abundant informations than the spectra by the

conventional method.

    The diagram of the system for the wavelength modulation spectro-

scopy used in the present experiment is shown in Fig.1. The wav.e-

length (X) modulation was done by using a piezo-electrically vibrating

mirror mounted on a bimorpher near the exit slit of a diffraction

grating rnonochromator. The frequency of the modulation st was about

900 Hz. The light beam passed through a sarnple was detected by a

photomultipier. The DC component of the voltage VDc built up on a

resistor by the current from the photomultiplier was compared with a

constant voltage, Eo, and the difference voltage was arnplified and fe(1

to a standard electric servo-system for controlling the high voltage

power supply to the photomultipier and keeping the DC component of the

photomultiplier-current constant: V = Eo. The electronic circuit

diagram of the electric servo-system and the attached prearnplifier

are shown in Fig.2.

    By this method, we can easily obtain the derivative of the optical

density d[ctt]ldX (ct: absorption coefficient, t: sample thickness),

from the AC component of the detector current using a lock-in anrplifier

system tuned on the frequency sh. Because the signal detected by the

photomultiplier V can be expanded as

        v = v(A + S-2XL sinstt)

          =v(A) + ([ltXi{)•S•LX sinstt + II•(gllili)•(:-2t!{)2 sin2gt + --••------- , (3)

-7-



where X is the center wavelength of the rnodulation, AX represents the

width of the wavelength modulation and is approximately constant over

the measuring wavelength range because of the nearly constant dispersion

of the grating monochromator, and V(X) represents the DC component of

the detected signal and is kept constant by the electric servo-system.

Then the derivative of the optical density is given by

           - d[Sk] Ax -i (gtt) Ax x ,lx) (d5{X)) Ax

                      =vlx) (dVdx(X)) Ax=e (st) Ax (4)
                                          o

                      oc frequency st component of detected AC signal,

where the transmissivity T is given by the following relation;

                    T= IIIo=exp [-ctt], (5)

where Io is the incident light intensity and I is the intensity of light

after transmitting through a sample. When we calculated Eq.(4), we

have neglected the wavelength dependence of the incj.dent light intensity

Io, assuming that this dependencewasmuch smaller than that of the

optical density of the samples. Ofcourse,in the cases where we must

take into account the wavelength dependence of the incidence, such as

the case of observing the spectra over a wide wavelength region or that

of observing the line shape of a very fine structure, we can get the

desired signal of the derivative of the optical density by subtracting
                                                      .
the detector signal with sample from that without sanrple.

    in an exact expression, the transmissivity is represented by28)

                    T.'.S/.!.-::lilLl.-s21I}2.S:sl!ili2.1 .R) (t)(1-B), (6)

                          - R exp(--2ctt)                        1

                                  "8 --



where R is the reflectivity of the surface, B the intensity loss ratio

by light scattering. Therefore the wavelength derivative of the

transmissivity must contain the wavelength dependence of R as well as

that of optical density, ctt. However, according to the report by
          9)Baumeister,             the dependence of the reflectivity of Cu20 on photon energy

is appreciably smaller in the energy region of our measurement compared

to that of the absorption coefficient. Thus, we can safely use Eq.(5)
                                                          'for the estirnation of the wavelength dependence of the absorption

coefficients in the wavelength modulation measurements, because it is

usually true that exp(2ctt)>>R2.

    One can obtain the second derivative spectrum by means of picking

up the component of the detected signal having twice frequency of

the wavelength modulation 2st using the lock-in amplifier (see Eq.(3)).

    The specificat.ions of the equipments used in the system are given

as follows:

(a) light source

      tungsten-iodine 1amp

      Ushio JC-12-100 (12V, 100W)

The light intensity is stabilized by a constant current supply.

(b) monochromator

      Narumi RM20-G

      grating 1200 1ineslmm

      dispersion 1.6 nmlmm

(c) detector (photomultiplier)

      Hamam.atsu T.V. R136

      resistor 100 kst

(d) bimorpher

      Murata piezoceramic bimorpher 77R--30-ISO-60

                                 •- 9 -



(e) lock-in amplifier

      PAR HR--8

    The Cu20 polycrystalline samples used in this experiment were prepared

by oxidizing pure copper plates, according to the method reported by

          29)Toth gt al.                 The sarnples having various thj.ckness were used according

                                                    '
to the absorption coeffieients of the material in various spectral region.

From about 1 mm thick Cu20 plates, we obtained the samp!es of thickness,

20, 40,'  55, 80, and 250 pm, by mechanicallypolj.shingboth sides of the

oxidized plates without chemical etchings. The thickness of each

sample was determined by measuring the interference effect at the

transparent region and the error contained is within 100-o of the absolute

value.

    The modulation width, AX must be selected to be appropriately small

in order to get the spectrum as exact and undistorted as possible and

at the same tirne with a very good signal-to-noise ratio. During the

above arrangernent, the slit width of the monochromator is kept in the

sarne magnitude of the modulation width on the pptimum condition of the

resolving power. The determination of the modulation width AX is

perforrned as foUows. At the first time, the Telarive width of
                                                                 '
modulation AX can be identified by rneasuring the relative intensity of

moduiation signaZ of the light source spectrum in the wavelength region

where the spectrum has aXmost linear dependence on wavelength. In this

measurement we must keep the slit width as narrow as possible. Ihey

                   -1. .                      in practice. The absolute value.of the modula-are kept about 1 crn

tion width of relatively large magnitude can be obtained by using the

light source having the sharp line spectrum such as Hg-larnp or He-Ne

laser. We carefully observed the signal from the detector using an

oscilloscope and when we change the wavelength in a constant drive, we

                                 - 10 -



have the interval of wavelength where the maximum value of the whole

signal detected maintains a constant maximum value. This interval
                                                                     '
of wavelength is just the modulation width AX. The absclute arnpiitude

thus obtained includes the error of about 200-o.

    The absolute values of A-modulation derivative signals can be

estimated by the measurement of the width of modulation AX and the

thickness of the sample used t as fellows:

       {lÅÄx-Z'j2-(Zgllglil2tllt-gl}gl)[}li{[lillSE!9E!ii' L2Å~..(.R,\.9,gt"..al,d.e,.`e)C"ed)Å~,(Eh.)Å~fix{l.Eiii{:r.) ' (7)

                                                            -1                                                              /nrn)                                                         (cm
                                                                  .

In practice, we use the unit of inverse centimeter divided by Kayser

(em'11cm'-1), so we must transform the width of modulation,Ax into Av

in Kayser(cm-1).

    The present experinen.t has been carried out in a appreciably wide

temperature region; that is, we set the temperature of the cryostat at

the following points; nv300K, 205K,77K and 4.2K. In the case at 77K

or at 4.2K the samples were immersed directly into liquid nitrogen and

helium respectively. In the case at 205K, the samples were cooled

indirectly by dry ice plus uiethanol and the temperature on the sarxple

surface was measured using the thermo-couple of Constantan-Chroinel p.

The room temperature is indicated by the symbol rv300K.

    Details of the whole apparatus of the X-modulation spectrometer

arranged both for the transmission and reflection measurements will

be reported in the near future.

-11-



)L-- Modutation Spectrometer Diagram
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Fig.1. Schematic diagram of the system for the wavelength modulation

spectroscopy (absorption) used in the present experiment.

 -')- indiÅëates the optical path, -the signal current
path, and = == high voltage current path. The modulation
tmit of the vibrating mirror is shown in the upper right
hand side. The angle of vibration e = 10'6 radian corres-

ponds to the modulation width AX " O•3 nm in an approximation.
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III. Experimental Results

    Absorption spectra of Cu20 by the conventional method of spectroscgpy

for the sarnple of about 20 pm thickness at (a)room, (b)liquid nitrogen,

and (c)liquid helium temperatures are shown in Fig.3. Though in Fig.3Ca)

we can observe successive two steps at 638 nm and 629 nm, and a steep

rise of the curve extending from 610 nm toward the shorter wavelength

side, we can find no more remarkable structure in this region up to high

absorption coefficient of N3Å~lo3 cm"Z at room temperature. Besides,

in Fig.3(b) similar steps to those mentioned above are seen near 616 nm

and 608 nm, and effect of the lowering temperature to 77K is seen-as .the

appearance of several peaks at the foot of the steep rise beginning from

580 nm. Moreover, we can see at 77K another rather broad peak near the

region where the absorption coefficient reachs to N2Å~lo3 cmi-a(at Ns4g nm).

At 4.2K, we can see similar structures as at 77K, though we can detect

only one step in Fig.3(c). These spectra by the convnetional method

are consistent with those higherto reported9,22,23,30) -

    The wavelength modulation spectra of Cu20 at various temperatures

are shown en bZoc in Fig.4. Fig.4Ca) indicates the spectrum at room

temperature. In the long wavelength region of the figure, we can see

two asymmetric peaks (Ia, Ie) at 638.4 nn} and 629.S nm, which correspond

to the steps in Fig.3(a). Figure 5 shows one more step (designated

as DI) situated near the middle point (634.3 nin) between the peaks :e

and Ia. On the other hand, we can clearly find in Fig.4(a) a set of

two peaks (Set DY) at 600.S nm ind 595.S nm. Moreover, in the spectral

region between 610 nm and 605 nm, where the first derivative spectrum

shows no distinct change of slope, the second derivative spectrum

e)diibits a minimum (!6) at about 608.9 nm ag. shown in the inset of Fig.4(a)

and one more structure (Dg) is also observed around 570 nm,

     Figure 4(c) shows the X-modulation spectrum at liquid nitorgen
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temperature. In this case more ccnip].icated structures appear in the

o.bscrpticn spectrurn. Two asyTpJnetric peaks, Ia and Ie, which correspo.nd

to the st.eps in Fig.3(b), are clearly distinguishable at 616.4 nm end

608.2 nm. In the figure, a sharp dispersive curve (Dl[), which is

recognized as the differentiation of a peak, appears at 612.4 nm between

the above mentioned two peaks, Ia and Ie. We can find a peak-like

change (I5) at 588.5 rm in Fig.6, which may correspond t.o the 608.9 nm

structure in the room ternperature spectrum, and we also find just near

this structure a step-like structure (DG I) at 585.7 nm. Further,
between 585 nm and 570 nm, a set of succesive dispersive curve-c (see DY)

is observed j.n Fig.4(c). This set n:ust correspond to the set DY in

the roen", temperature spectrum and j.s constructed with four complete

dispersjve curves and t.he st.ep-like fifth one at the shorter wavelength

side.

    A series of derivative changes having similar but broader strvctures

to the above mentioned set DY is obs,erved in the spectral region

between 555 nm and 54C nm in Fig.4(c) (see DG). We can see three

dispersive changes in this series.

    In the spectral curve, we find another broad peak around 557.9 nm

(E), and as wi]1 be menticned later, this broad peak chan:ges its peak

height fron! samp!e te sample and we will attribute this structure to an

absorption by impurity atcrns or ions, contained in the sanrples in the

process of the preparation. This anomaly appears also in the spectrum

at-300K as an indj.stinct shoulder-like structure at 577.6 nm.

    Wavelength modulation sr}ectra at 205K and at 4.2K were also studied,

both of whi.ch have similar spectral structures to that at 77K and are

shown in Figs4(b) and 4(d). All spectral structures at 205K are

broadened considerably by thermal broadening effects and only three

                                                      '
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structures in the region DY and two in the region DG are fairly

distiguishable. The peak Iahas appreciably stronger intensity

than at 77K and the structure I6 becomes step-like and Dg cannot be

found. Besides, at 4.2K DY series are separated more distinguishably

into sharp independent dispersive curves on account of the line narrowing

(see Fig.4(d)). The structure I5 becomes asymetric peak and by the
                               rside of it, a clear dispersive curve DG I can be observed as shown in Fig.7.

However, we cannot find out any trace of the structure Ia at the expected

energy. At 4.2K (in Fig.7) we can find out three structures A, B,

and C around the peak Ie. Ihey arelocated at 606.5 nm(A), 604.2 nm(B),

and about 596.6 nm(C). The former two structures have peak-like line

shapes, and the last one has shoulder-like line shape. Besides, in

Fig.4(d) two very.weak peak-like structures are observe between the
structures Dlll and Dg,and at the foot of DIII. we wiii cali them DY

     Yt
and D2 and the enlargements of their spectral curves are in the insets

of Fig.4(d).

    Although we can observe many structurs in the derivative spectra,

they are considerably complicated and the assignments of the structures

to the electronic transitions and the precise estimations of the transi-

tion energies are very difficult.
     `
    In the discussion of those complicated structures in the derivative

spectra, we have two useful theoretical backgrounds, that is, Elliottts

theory 10'31) and Toyozawats theory18'20) 'rhe theories win be

described breifly in the next section and the analysis of the transition
                        '
types and the line shapes of the structures according to these theories

will be perforrned in section V-1,2.
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IV. Theoretical Consideration
                                                    '
    In this section we review breifly the Elliottts theory which is

concenrned with the optical absorption by excitons in semiconductors and

insulators31) and with the rnechanism and the type of the optical exciton

transitions in cu2olO) Then we refer to the Toyozawats theory18'20)

which describes the effect of lattice vibration on the exciton absorption

spectra. The latter theory will be used to explain the line shapes

of the spectra obtained in our experiments, and to get spectral parameters,

such as, line broadening, and the degree of asyrmnetry of Lorentzian line

figure, and so on.

                    10,31)1. Elliott's 'Iheory .
                                                                      52)    According to the band structure of Cu20 calculated by Dahl et al.

                                                        +the energy gap exists between a rl(s-like) band and a r2s(d-like) band,

both formed with 3d Cu+-orbitals. The spin-orbit interaction splits

                         ++the valence band giving r7 and rs bands, while the conduction band

beconies rg. The second higher eonduction band is a TI2 band formed

mostly with 4p 6u'-orbitals. Below the valence band r;s, locates the

rls band forrned with 3d Cutorbitals. The conduction and the valence

bands near the r point in the K-space are supposed to be nearly

spherical and we may assurne them to be parabolic near the r point with

the effective mass values mentioned later. Based on the above
                                      31)                                         on the intensity of opticalassignment and using Elliott's theory

absorption by excitons (see Appendix A, where we will describe it in

details), we conclude that the direct exciton transition from the ground

state to the excited levels associated with these bands of Cu20 are

symmetry forbidden. These transitions are called the "second class

exciton transition". In the transition mechanism, the transition
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from ground state to ls state is dipole-forbidden, and is allowed only

by means of the electric quadrupole or magnetic dipole interaction.

Therefore the oscillator strength is expected to be smaller by about

threee or two order of magnitude than that to the higher exciton level.

                                    Il)In the yellow series, it is confirmed                                        that the electric quadrupole

transition is predorninant in the transition from ground state to ls

exciton state comparing to the magnetic dipole transition.

    On the other hand, the oscillator strength for the lines associated with

the symmetry-forbidden electric dipole transitions of excitons to the

higher exciton states (n'-2) are given by31) (see Appendix A)

                         (r) 2                      aÅë
              fn =Co' gr (Co=const.), (s)
                            r=O
                                 tt

where Åën is the envelope function of n-th exciton state, and fn has a

non zero value only for np exciton state and is given by, in the

effective mass approximation,

                       2              fn =Co' ngg (ao: effective Bohr radius). (9)
                     3Tn a
                         o

    The spectra of formation of excitons which correspond to a series

                                                                       31)of sharp lines are given by the hydrogen-like relation of the followings;

              hv=hxSel )= Eg- ky'ln2 (n=i,2,----- ), ao)

where hv is the photon energy,hvEn) gxciton formation energy in the n-th

eXCitOn state, Eg energy gap and R9 the effective Rydberg constant.

RY'. i's expressed as

                      4              Rill'=2U, e2h2, (1 1)
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where p is the effective reduced mass of exciton and e is the dielectric

constant of CU20.

    The spectral lines of large n values may over!ap each other, and

                                                                 31)form a 'quasi-continuum' h.aving an absorption coefficient given by

                             hv-E                   .cc [!+ g]. a2)                               Ri>

                                                                 L:hl:i:.1:dt2e,.i,' g"i.'kedd,X:"t.bi:".um.p;igh.e.e..iefcfl:::,a:g3:e hoie are not in

                       (1+B2)Be"BE312
                                                                   (13)                   ct cc                         sinh nB

with

                                                                  '               B= (Ri9LIE) 112, and E= hv - Eg > o. (14)

                                                                    312This equation shows that the absorption coefficient increases with E

for the large E above the series limit. The function in Eq.(12)

connects continuously with that in Eq.(13), and has no singularity

 at E=O.

     In addition to the above described direct transitions, longitudinal

 optical phonon assisted indirect transitions also exist in Cu20 exciton

                                                          31) . spectrum. The transition probability is proportional to

                   <O;nKIMIi,O;nK><i,O;nKIVIn,K;nKÅ}i> 2
        VW(V) ct \ e Å}fial -e.
                  i n,K K i,O

                          Å~6(en,KÅ}lieeK-hv), (ls)

where V is the exciton-phonon interaction operator, M the momentum matrix

 operator,and li,K;nK> means that the exciton at i-th state with energy
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ei,K, measured from the ground states, has a momentum of {5K and the

number of phonons with energy 6ooK and rnomentum 6K is nK. The phonon

number nK is

                                        -1                  nK= [e)CP C`ficoK(kT) - 1] , (16)

In the Eq.(15), the alternative signs refer to creation and destruction

of the participating phonon• The absorption coefficient ct is

approximately proportional to

                          *         ct e: c'(hv - Eg + :-/ ;htoo)1!2(no + {lÅ} l)• (17)

The temperature change of the absorption intensity is originated in

the change of the phonon number nK with temperature.

    The above mentioned Elliottts theory on the direct exciton discrete

spectra can only predicts the transition probabilities and the energy positions

of the excitons, therefore, the theory is useless for the analysis of

the line shapes of the spectra observed in our experiments. The real

"line" spectrum is always observed only as a somewhat broadened "peak",

                                                                  'and also the real step-like spectrum as a smooth structure having a

tail toward the low energy side as the results of the interaction of

excitons with phonons, impurities and so on. The derivative spectrum

reflects sensitively the above mentioned change of the normal absorption

spectrum. In order to make clear the exciton-phonon interaction
effect on the exciton spectra, we win explain the theory by Toyozawa18'20)

briefly.

                     18,20)2. Toyozawa's Theory

    About the direct transition, Toyozawa has theoretically derived

the line shape of the exciton ahsorption spectra under the effect of
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lattice vibration. He emphasized the following two points.
    i) The first pointi8) is that in the case of the exciton weakiy

coupled with phonons, the case for Cu20, the line shape of the exciton

absorption spectrum has a Lorentzian form whose half value width

can be given by the reciprocal of the exciton life time associated with phonon

scattering. The interband effect modifies the line shape into an

asymrnetricLorentzianeven in aweak coupling case. L
    ii) 'Ihe second point20) is that, in the case that the bottom of the

exciton energy band situates at K=O and there are no states with the

same energy in other exciton bands, just the case of the ls direct

line of the yellow exciton series in Cu20, the line shape of the exciton

absorption band at high temperature is strongly as)rmmetric with a tail

toward the high energy side, mainly due to intraband transitions with

long wavelength phonons.

             18)                 started his study from the following formula about the    Toyozawa

probability W(v) of absorbing photon with energy hv by the crystal

accompanied with simultaneous absorption or emission of a phonon, that

                      'is,

                       VM                                     2     vw(v) =cl 2 2 "il5;IIO, ";O 6(hv- en,K\htuK), (18)
                 Å}ntK n                 ., n,O

           is the energy of the excited state ln,K> relative to that ofwhere e
      n,K
the ground state IO>, licoK the energy of the phonon having the momentum

5K and Cl a constant factor. Mn;o is the matrix element of the

momentum operator of elevating the exciton in the ground state
 IO> to the n-th excited state ln,o>, while v is .the matrix
                                              nK;n, Kt
element of the exciton-phonon interaction which corresponds to the

scattering of an exciton from ln'.K'>to ln,K>, with emission (+) of a

                                                             '
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ll(--K+K')-phonon or absorption (-) of a ll(K-K')-phonon. This second

order transitions from the ground state to the final state ln',K> .

through various intermediate states ln,O> are illustrated in the diagram

of the exciton energy ban4 structure in Fig.s. Considering a
finite iife time effect of ln,K> exciton, we havei8)in the first approkimation

                                                                       '

                     .oc vwcv)= Evw(n)(v), ag)
                                 n

and
    .w(n)(.) = aiiMn;oi2 '""i:SV)- "e.ii?gi)}2{hi -,iilslii)} , . (20)

where Cl is a constant, and .

                     En,o (V) =en,o ' Ann,o ' (21)

Here An,,n,K,(v) and rn,,n,K,(v) are defined by

      Anttn,Kt(V) + irn"n,Kt(V)

                            VntK;n,,K,'VntK;nKt
              2
            ..n:K hV - 'eVn,,K(hV ; ficoK..Kg) " irntrt,,K(hV ;' rcoK.Kf) (22)

and

             An(v) = IM.l.ol2 .,2,i. Re[MOt'".'io;"'.'nt:,Iii M!};a],'. (23)

                                                   '
                               represents the self-energy shift andThe diagonal element of A                         n"n,O
               represents the half of the reciprocal life time of ln,K>that of r         niin,O

exciton associated with the scattering by phonons. An(v) comes from

what we call the cross or interfeTence terrn (n, n") of the matrix r.

It is known frorn Eq.C19) that if we can neglet the v-dependences of

                                                                       (nt)An(V), rnn,o(V) and Ann,oCv) and also ignore the other smaller.terms w (v)
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compared to W(n)(v), that is, the other peaks due to ln',O> exciton

states are sufficiently separated from the relevant peak due to ln,O>
                                                                    '
exciton state, we can assume each absorption peak to form an asymmetric

Lorentzian with the half value width H(2rnn;o), which is proportional to

absolute temperature T at which the high teTxperature approximation can

be applied to the phonon distribution numbers. .

    Toyozawa has derived the sarne results, using the different and more

accurate method, the method of generating function which will be briefly

mentioned later in Appendix B. Equation(20) can be abbreviated as

                 C2 yn + 27t(v - vEn)) c2
          ct(V) =rc (v- .E"))2. yfi " (hy.) L(W)' (24)

where C2 is a constant,

                (n) -              hVt = en ,o (V), hYn = rnn,o (V), (25)

and L(W) is an asymmetric Lorentzian function and is rewritten as,

                          l + 2AW                  L(W)= 2, (26)                          1+W

                      v-v                          t                                                                 (27)                  W=                        Yn o

We define the degree of asyrnmetry A for an asymmetic line figure as

                      rH -- rL
                              , (28)                  A=                      rH - rL

where rH is the half value width of the line in thehigherenergy•side of the

and rL that in the lower energy side, and A is approximately equal to A

in the asymetric Lorentzian19)
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    The integrated absorption area SJwhich is proportional to the

oscillator strength, is given by

            s= I.(.)d(h.) = Illc2•Yi. 'iAii.)P2 V.tl2 d. . .c2. (2g)

                                                      '
Therefore, the energy derivative of ct (V) becornes

             ddchct.)=C2•(hi)2 2(w), '(3o)

where
                  - A(w2 - i) +w

                  -- 22• (31)             Åí(w)
                        (W +                              1)

The functional line shapes of LCW) and Åí(W) for A=--O.5 are given in
         '
Fig.9. In the case of A=O, the line shape is a symmetric Lorentzian
                                           (n)and only in this case the transition point v                                               coincides with the                                           t
peak position of L(W).

    Again we discuss about Eq.C20) for studying the broadening of the

ls state in the yellow series of Cu20 which is considerably different

from the above mentioned broadening effects. rnn,o(v) is related

to the level density of the exciton band n' in the vicinity of energy

hv. Since the bottom of the ls exciton band situates at K=O and

there are no states with the sarne energy in other exciton bands,

rlsls,o(V) is entirely due to the intraband effect Cnt=!s) and

approximately vanishes below hvT-els,o and the line shape can be inter-

preted no more as the asyrnmetric Lorentzian and has arather sharp cut

                                                 20)at the low energy side. According to Toyozawa                                                     (see Appendix C),

the line shape is expected to be strongly asymetric with a tail toward

high energy side due to indirect transition. !n the theory, weak
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coupling of the exciton-phonon interaction, elastic scattering, long

wavelength excitons and phonons, and high temperature are assumed.

                            is rather small and shown to be proportionalThe half value width 2r                       ls,O
                                           2to the square of the absolute temperature, T. The line shape is

shown in Fig.10. It is to be noted that the line shape is only valid

for the high temperature region and moreover usually the sharp cut at

the lower energy side is hardly realized in a real line shape, and we

must take into account the effect of quadratic term of exciton-phonon

interaction on the lower energy taj.1 part obeying the Urbach-Martienssen

rule.

    On the other hand, the broadening parameter of the indirect absorption

edge assoeiated with the ls exciton level can be also determined by

the energy dependence of rnn,o(v) in the numerator of Eq.(20).

From Eq.(22)

                                   IVn,K;nK,12
          rnn,KKV) = JM n\,K en,,K - (hv ; {htuK-K,) -.irn,nt,K (32)

If the most probable final exciton state after scattering by phonon

is the ls exciton level, that is, we may pick up only one term, n'=ls

for the summation with respect to various n' in Eq.(32), we can get

the functional line shape of W(v) for the indirect transition

                                                          20)neglecting the K--dependence of rlsls,K (=rls,o) as fOllOWS:

          vW(v) cc Re (hv - eis,o ;6coo + iris,o)i12, (33)

which is the modified forrn of Eq.C17) by the effect of phonon broaden-

ing. Thus, it is found that in the above mentioned condition the

broadening of the indirect exciton edge and that of the lowest (ls)

direct exciton peak must be the same order of rnagnitude, so far as the
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energy independent broadeBing of the ls band, ris,o is only concerned.

    The functional line shape of the absroption spectrum of the indirect

exciton edge can be written as follows,

                                               1!2          ct(v) =C Rq,Chv -- els,o ;thtoo + iris,o) (34)
                                                     (C: a constant).

Thus we can get the derivative spectrurn for the indirect exciton edge

   32)
as,

       dfhctv) = C Re[}(hv - eis,o ; tEalo + iris,o)-i12]

             . c (}) 312 r'i ,i lg F (w) , (3s)

where

                Fcw) . [w + sw2+i) i12] i12, (36)
                           W +1

with
                               ; 6co                    hv -e                                  o                          ls,O                w=                         rls,o • (37)

The line shape of this function F(W) is shown in Fig.11 in comparison

with the line shape f(W) in the case where the broadening parameter is

ignored. The function f(W) is given by
                '

                f(w).(ft) 112. (3s)

As seen in Fig.11, the transition energy point(W=O) locates at the

lower energy side to the peak position(W=Wp) in the wavelength derivative

spectrum. We can determine the values of the twopararneters

frorn Eq.(36), one is the peak position, Wp= 11!r3 with its peak height

of 1.14, and the other is the half width AWst6.7
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V. Experimental Data Analysls

  1. Transition Type Assignment

    In this section, each structure, which has been found in the

derivative spectra, will be corresponded to some kind of transition

type, by the aid of the conventional spectra given by us and of the

spectra reported by other investigators.

a) Indirect Exciton Edges

    The two peaks Ia and Ie which correspond to the steps in the

conventional absoxption spectra, are aseribed to the indirect transi-

tions from the ground state to the yellow ls exciton states accompanied

by the absorption and the emission of the optical phonons of the energy
            .1 9,33)
               . Since the probability of the indirect transi-about 110 cm
tion accompanied by phonon absorption becomes as small as 2Å~lo-2o!o of

that at 300K, we could not detect any trace of Iaat 4.2K.

    The structure DI is believed to be the direct ls exciton line of

the yellow series, because this line is located at about the rniddle

point of the paired peaks Ia and Ie due to the indirect transitions.

                       v    Another structure I , which becomes clearer and sharper with
                       e
                                                -- 1decreasing temperature, situates at about 660 cm                                                   apart from the

middle point of the two paired peaks Ia and Ie. This structure is

 assigned to be due to another indirect transition from the ground

 state to the ls exciton state participated withN66o cm-1 phononl6)

The assignment was 'concluded from the temperature dependence of the

 absorption intensity and the line shape (see section V-2-a).

     The synmetry consi.derations about the phonons in Cu20 given by

 EniottlO) aid us for the analysis of the indirect transition process.

 The matrix element for the indirect transition in Eq.(15) is given by

      (O,n)elernent = <O;nKIMli,O;nK><i,O;nKIVln,K;nKÅ}1> (39)
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The second matrix element may be assumed to be independent of momentum

K for small K and in such a condition, we may discuss the problems in

terms of "the transition to' ils,O> exciton", taking only a K=O phonon

into account in the case of the indirect ekciton transition in Cu20.

As M is a momentum operator and has the.r- ls symmerry and the ground state

10> has r:' syrnmetry, the intermediate state li> must have PIs symmetry

Since the lls,O> state has r+ 2s syrnmetry, the phonon participated in

the indirect transition must be involved in the fonowing syrnmetrj.es:10)

               -+ -- ---              r15 X r2S = r15 ' r25 " r12 ' r2• (40)

On the other hand, the syrnmetries of the phonons involved in Cu20 crystal

and the energies of phonons are estimated from the Raman scattering

                                                             34)              26)                 , the luminescence experiment by Gross et al. ,by Yu. et al.
petroff et al.35) and compaan et al.27) and they are listed in Table 1

for cornparison. From the above symmetry considerations, we have the

posibility to observe the indirect transitions asseciated with phonons

of r- 2s ( tvgo crn-i), rl2 ( rviio cm-i), ris(i)( Niso crn"i), r-2 ( tN,3so cm-i)

and rls(2)( `v66o cm-1). The structures A,B> and C in Fig.7 which were

found at 4.2K around the indirect transition edge Ie may be attributed

to the following phonons. The peak position of structure, A(606.5 nm)

is separated from DI (6og.s nm) by 8s cm'-1, the value of which is very

close to N90 cm-1 indicated above for r- 2.g phonon. In the same

manner, we attribute these B and C 'structuTes in our wavelength.

                                                           -(1)moduiation spectra to the indirect transitions assisted by rls

and r"2 phonons, respectively, The ris(1) phonon ( Nlso cm-1) assisted

                                                      27) indirect transition has been discussed by Compaan et.al.

                                                  3/2                                                      dependence whichAccording to them, the absorption line shape has E

suggests the transition mechanism to be symmetry-forbidden..
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However, their results are quite different from our data, because our

derivative spectrumshows the peak-like line shape reflecting the

                     112                         dependence in the conventional absorptionstep-like figure of E

spectra. We believe that the both ris and rls(1) phonon assisted

indirect transitions rnust not be symmetr)r " forbidden, but be allOw-

ed also from the fact that the indirect transitions associated with

ri and r-ls(2) phonons are allowedc rn the case of ri phonon, the

data are more or less arnbiguous on account of the very sma11 signal

intensity, so we can not examine the line shape in details.

    The fact, that the five different kinds of optical phonons can

take part in the indirect transition to the yellow ls exciton state,

leads us to the conclusion in the aid of the syinrnetry considerations

of the indirect transition mechanism,10) that the rls state (electronic

state) is more probable as the intermediate state than the r12 state•

The above conclusion does not mean to deny the probability of the

intermediate state of r12 syrnmetry in the r12 phonon assisted transi-

tionl6) The whoie transition mechanisms associated are schematicany

illustrated in Fig.12;

b) Direct Exciton Lines

    The absorption spectrum associated with the direct transition from

the ground state to an exciton state appears as a peak--like curve in

the conventional spectrum and as a dispersive curve in the wavelength

derivative spectrum, when it is well separated from other absorption

lines.

    We have already assigned the dispersive structure D)i to the ls

direct exciton line of the yellow series, because this !ine locates

at the almost middle point of the indirect transitions, Ia and Ie,

associated with the absorption and the emission of a rl2 ( NllO cm-1)
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phonon respectively. The structure DY I'

 is very weak compared with

other direct lines, such as Dl! and Dg. Although, at low temperature,

it can be detectable as a very sharp structure, it has never been detected

at high temperature in the conventional absorption spectra on account

of the thermal broadening. The small intensity can be reasonably

explained by the "second class transition" mechanism. At high

temperature such as N300K, the absorption line shape derived from.the

derivative spectrum is considerably asymmetric and has a long tail

toward the high energy side. The detailed discussion will be done

in section V-2-b.

    The ls direct line of green series has been already investigated

at 2oK by Daunois et al.24) According to them, the green ls direct

line corresponds with our observed small structure, D[i in Fig.6 and 7,

which is located near the indirect exciton edge, I5. This Dg line

is estimated to be about 10 times broader than the yellow ls direct

line even at 4.2K and the dispersive curve in the derivative spectra

changes the shape to a broad step-like one at 77K. The line shape

is almost symmetric and Lorentzian-like at 4.2K.

    The sets DY and DG indicated in Fig.4 are corresponding respectively

to the successive direct np lines (rk2) of the hydrogen-like yellow

and green exciton series. At 4.2K, we can find out the structures

corresponding to 2p N 6p lines for the yellow series and those to 2p N 5p

for the green.series. The ye!low 2p line fits closely to the line

shape of an asymmetric Lorentzian, which will be shown in Section V-2-c.
                                 'The higher the exciton states become, the more unresolved the np lines

become and the more their line shapes deviate from the ideal Lorentzian

 line figure on account of their overlapping with each other. A tendency

 of the decreasing of the broadening and the degree of asymmetry of the
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lines is observed with increasing the level number of the exciton state

n for the both series.

    We can not detect the structure due to the transition to the

ionized states (continuum), the transition probability of which is

expected to be rather small on account of the symmetry-forbidden

transition mechanism. This detection is probably disturbed even in the

derivative spectra by the existence of the quasicontinuum due to the

transitionsto the highly exciton bound states which connects with

the ionized continuum smoothly without any singularity at the

ionization energy point (see Eqs.(12) and (13)). It is also

disturbed by the background hardly neglected and by the phonon

broadening effect.

    The higher the temperature becornes, the broader and the more

structureless the spectra in the region become, and at "v300K, the

detectable structures are only the 2p and 3p lines for the yellow

series and the 2p line for the green series, though they change their

line shapes from their original ones and the large backgrounds grow up.

                              Y' Yf    The very weak structures, D2 (step-like), and D3                                                    (dispersive)

appearing in Fig.4(d) are perhaps attributed to the direct transitions

to the 2s and 3s states, comparing with the energy positions reported

                 25)                     in their work of the electro-magneto-absorption.by Daunois et al.

c) Transition Associated with Impurity

    The broad peak-like structure E previously described in section III,

is attributed to the inrpurity-associated transition. The relative

peak height of the structure with respect to the intensity of the

absorption structure due to the 2p line of green series, Dg varies from

sample to sample, as is shown in Fig.13. We will discuss later in

section V-5 on this structure in detailS.
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Table 1.                      -1Phonon energies in cm

by various rnethods.

of Cu O     2 crystal obtained

ethDd cacu-
1ation IR IR L L IA EA R L R WDA

290K 42K 1 41K 77K 4 2K 42K 42Ktemp• . . . . .

. ourref. a bcd' e f g h 1 j
data

phonon
symmetr

.

r-
25T

99 84 85 86 88 88 88

ri2 110 110 107 108 110 110 110 108

r' is(i)(To) 143
147

146 132 135

r-is(i)(Lo)
160 149 150 150 i47 158 150 150 151

r5 307 350 348 350 308 359

+r25 550
510 515 512 515 515 515

r-is(2)(To) 608
628 611 610 630 640 630 625

ris(2)(Lo) 640
667 645 640 660 660 660 665 658

'IR: infrared reflection

IA: infrared absorption

L: 1uminescence

R: Raman scattering
EA: e le ctro ab sorp ti on

WDA:wavelength derivative

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f'

g•

h.

i

j'

                      absorption

C.Carabatos and B.Prevot:Phys.Status Solidi

I.Pastrnyak: Opt.Spectry (USSR) 6 64 (1959)

M.O'keefe: J.Chem.Phys. 39 1789 (1963)

E.C.Heltemes: Phys. Rev. 141 803 (1966)
From Re f. 40

From Re f. 34

From Ref.35

S.Brahms and M.Cardona: Solid State Commun.

From Ref.27
F rom Re f. 26

(b)Å}t

6 733

70 1 (1971)

(1968)
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2. Line Shape Analysis

a) Yellow ls Indirect Exciton

    The temperature dependences of the indirect exciton edges Ia and

Ie are shown in Fig.14. From Eqs.(34) and (35), the line shapes of

I and I introduced as follows: ae
            ct =c' Re(hv-hv;+ir,)t12, (4i)

where

            hvÅ} = hvlS Å} sco                                                                    (42)                           o'              tt

and their derivatives are

            dllilv) " CÅ}(ll) 312 r,1112 F(WÅ}) = D'F(W'), (43)

                                                                        'where

                '            D' = c'(i) 3/2 r,- i12 = c'(n + SÅ} •ll) (ll) 3/2 T;i12, (44)

and
                         Å}                  hv - hv            W'= r, t. (45)
nK is the distribution number of participating phonon, and has a

temperature dependence given by

                       1            "= exp({rialolkT)-1• (46)
                                                                       '
For the derivative spectra at various temperatures, the line shape

fittings of the indirect exciton edges associated with a r12 optical

phonon ( 'vllO cm"1), Ia and Ie, are performed and illustrated in Figs.15

and 16 for 77K and'V300K,respectively. At 77K, we can easily resolve
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the paired structures associated with the phonon absorption and emission

on account of the rapid decay of the intensity of the tail of the longer

wavelength exciton edge toward the shorter wavelength side. On the

contrary,in higher temperature region above 205K, it becomes difficult

to resolve them in the line shape fitting. Therefore, at high

temperature, we must take simultaneously the line figures of the both

edges into consideration and sum up the values of the both edges

calculated from Eq.(43) by introducing appropriate broadening parameters.

The results of the line shape analysis are tabulated in Table 2 for

                                     Å}various temperatures. The factor C has the temperature dependence

through the phonon distrubution number as shown in Eq.(46) and can be

    .

             C'(T) = C'[ .xp(6.glkT) .. 1+ -ll-Å} •llL]. (47)

                '
Thus, the ratio of the probabi!ity of the indirect transition associated

with phonon absorption to that with the same phonon emission is given

by

                                         6tu                 li[TT)) = .?1 "exp(" kTO)• ' .(4s)

                                                               '

On the other hand, the ratio of the probability of the transition

between two different temperatures is given by, for the case of phonon

absorption,

                 C-(Tl) exp ({6aso!kTo) - 1
                 c' (To) " exp (ll co .!kT l) -1 , (4g)

and for the case of phonon emission,
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               Cc+.[TToi)) = exp{fikooO (}i- -d l}E;ÅÄ)} l--((TToil .. (so)

Theratios experimentally obtained and those theoretically derived are

numerically listed in Table 2 at various temperatures, where To is

                          no cm-i. we can find out that the ratiostaken to be 300K and6tu                       o'

experimentally obtained coincide fairly well with the values calculated

from the temperature dependence of the phonon distribution number.

This fact confirms the rightness of the assignment of the indirect

transitions associated with a r12 phonon for the observed structures,

I and I.

    However, it is supposed to be unusual that the broadening parameters

r have different values between Ia and Ie at the same temperature of 77K

205K and 'v300K. A satisfactory line shape fitting can be obtained

by the use of the 5 to 10 percent larger va!ue of r for the phonon

absorption edge comparing to the phonon emission edge. Though this

Teason has not been made clear, it implies that the exciton-phonon

interaction would be somewhat different between phonon absorption and

phonon emission at high temperature.

    The phonon energy obtained from Eq.(42) has a tendency of slightly

decreasing with decreasing temperature; ln cm-1 atN3ooK and los cm-1

at 4.2K. The middle point hvm,-which is expected to coincide with the
transition point of the ls direct exciton v( IS), is also derived from

                                           -1                      hv' + hv- 15763 cm                                                  at A,300K,
                                           -1                        tt               hVm = 2 = 16056 cm                                                   at 205K, (51)
                                   16331Ccm-1 at 77K.
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Thus, the deviation of the experimental line from the theoretically

expected ones in the midway between the two exciton edges suggests

apparently the existence of the structure due to the ls direct transition.
                                                                  '                                                     YAt the foot of the low energy side of the structure D2, we find the

structure I' due to the indirect transition to the ls exciton state with
           e
                                                                     -1                             -(2)                             ls ) haVing the energy of about 660 cm .emission of another phonon (r

AtN300K, we can notice its existence only by the aid of the second

derivative spectrum, for which we have determined its transition energy

from the point where the second derivative spectrum shows a dip and ,

therefore, the first derivative spectrum may show a step-like edge.

We can r' oughly fit the line shape of I5 at 4.2K and 77K and the data

       'about Ie are listed in Table 2. The broadening parameters thus obtained

                                                      -1                                                        phonon assistedare a little larger than those in the cases of 110 cm

transitions. The reason is partly because the assumption of rÅ}= r                                                                     ls)O
                                                                    'discussed 'in section IV-2 is not correct in this energy region of Ie.

                                                    - (2)                                                    ls phonon absorption.We could not observe the indirect edge due to the r

probably because the phonon number n is not large enough to realize the

                                                        - (2)                                                        ls phonon isstructure even at 300K. The exact phonon energy of r
              '                                           --1                      -1                                              at 4.2K by the use of the                         atN300K and 658 cmestimated to be 661 cm

energies of hvm and phonon emission indirect edge.

    We have also examined the line shapes of the other three phonon

assisted indirect edges and found out that ris and rls(1) phonon assisted

indirect transitions are electric-dipole allowed transitions (see V--1-a).

For the spectral structures at 4.2K the broadening parameters rththe

associated phonon energies 6alo, and the relative absorption intensities

C' (proportional to transition probabilities) are summarized in Table 3

for the comparisons to one another. The relative intensities are taken
with respect to that corresponding to the most strong rl2 ( NllO cm-1)
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phonon assisted transition.

b) Yellow ls Direct Exciton

    The structure DX which appears rnidway between Ia and Ie, is

identified as the direct transition to the yellow ls exciton state from

the dispersive curve figure and the energy position. Being merged

into the large background absorption due to the indirect transitions,

Ia and Ie, the spectrum of DI becomes very difficult to be detected

with increasing temperature and therefore, in order to get the clear

spectrum at high temperature we have to subtract the theoretical

indirect transition spectrurn from the whole spectrum, where we assume
               vt
that the relation given by Eq.(43) for the indirect excit'on 'edges is

valid oVer the whole energy range, and that the contribution from

other transitions can be neglected. On the other hand, at 4.2K and

77K, we can easily pick up the structure because of the almost flat

background. The structure Dl[ thus obtained in the derivative spectrum

should have a line figure, the integrated curve ct(v) of which converges

to zero at the both sides of the peak. The results for 'v300K and 205K

are shown in Figs. 17 and 18, respectively.

  ' As already mentioned in the theoretical consideration in section

IV-2, the ls direct line of the yellow exciton series is different from

other exciton lines in the exciton-phonon interaction mechanism frorn the

reason that below the ls state there exist no state associated with

phonon scattering of K=O exciton. The line figure calculated by

                             'Toyozawa20) is no more asymmetric Lorentzian, and strongiy asymmetric

with a tail due to the indirect transition (see Fig.10). One of his

assunrption is the elastic scattering which can be confirmed at high

temperature. Therefore, we first examine the line figure at rv300K.

The derivative line shape dct/d(hv) has a long tail toward the high enegy

side. From the integrated line figure ct(hv),we determine the degree
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of asymmetry A defined in Eq.(28) to be about O.31 and the half value

                   -1                     . The ealculated value A by Toyozawa is O.33,width H to be 32 cm

being close to our e)rperimental value. As his theoretical line does

not include any fitting parameter but ro, we define the value ro from

                                            -1the half value width (H bl 23ro) to be 1.4 cm . Both the experimental

line (E-line) and the calculated line (T-line) are shown in Fig.19.

In the same figure the asymmetric Lorentzian line shape (L-line) with

       -1          and A= O.31 is also shown for comparison. At the higherH=32 cm

energy side of the peak the fitting between the E•-line and the T-line

seems to be appreciably better than the fitting between the E-line and

the L-line, while at the lower energy side, the T-line has a clear cut

threshold (rapid decreasing), although the E-line and the L-line

decrease rather smoothly. On the other hand, based on the adiabatic

approximation, Dexter36) has pointed out that the iower energy taii

never shows a clear cut threshold, though it decays rapidly with

decreasing energy. Although the problem of the exact line figure at

lower energy side has not been solved theoretically, it may be reasonable

to assume a smoother tail in the spectrum obeying the Urbach-Martienssen

ruieF7'38) 'rhe transition point vEiS'Y) is shifted toward iower enegy

side by about s cm-1 from the peak point vSiS'Y) and estimated to be

15761 cm-1.

    The oscillator strength f can be calculated from the area of the

                       24)absorption contour S as

                               •- lo                                  S, (52)                   f= 2.6 Å~ 10

where

                   s= I: ct(v)d(hv)• (s3)

                                      Y
The experimentally obtained value of fls ath•300K is
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                                            -9                      fY                                              , (54)                          = C3.9 Å} O.5) Å~ 10
                       ls

where

                      s= ls Å}2 (em-1•dm'1) (ss)

is used, the area of the absorption contour calculated from the Toyozawa's

th6ory by the use of the parameter ro = 1.4 cm-1 and the peak height

p=o.3s6 cm-i is given by

                sCai = 6:.-611g-i7o2gi • ro = i7 (cmpircm'i). (s6)

This value is slightly larger than the value experimentally obtained,

but the deviation is within the experimental error.

    We also investigated the line figures at lower temperatures, where

the Toyozawa's theory may not be applied to the line shape analysis of

the ls direct line. At 205K, the line shape of the absorption line

ct(v) is approximated by an asymmetric Lorentzian with weak asymrnetry.

The half value width H is 15 cm-1 and the degree of asynmetry A is O.13,

as shown in Fig.20(a)• However the derivative spectrum dct!d(hv) clearly

deviates from a derivative of the above asymmetric Lorentzian (see

Fig.20(b)' ). If we adopt the value H = 15 cm-1 in the fitting to an

asymmetric Lorentzian, the calculated width between the positive and

negative peaks in the derivative spectrum a.e. between the two inflec-

tion points of the absorption peak ct(v), becomes smaller in comparison

with the experimental derivative spectrum. From this fact, the

experimental line shape is estimated to be broader near the top of the

peak region and narrower in the foot of the peak, especially narrower

at the low energy side, in comparison with the Lorentzian line having

the same half value width. We have similar results at lower tempera-
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ture. However, the experimental error due to the limit of the

resolution of the instrument, Nl cm'1 , makes the line shape analys;s

at 77K and 4.2K ambiguous. The fitting parameters H and A are listed

in Table 4(a)N(d) for various temperatures.

    The area of the absorption contour S of the ls direct line at 205K

is

                       s= i2 Å}i (em-i•cm-i), (s7)

and that at 77K is

                       s=iiÅ}i .(cm-'i.cm-i). (ss)

The area at 4.2K is about the same order of' magnitude .tQ that at 77K,

and the oscillator strength at 4.2K is

                       fY                                             -9                                               . (59)                           = (2.9 Å} O.3) Å~ 10                        ls

We can find that the oscillator strength increases slightly with

increasing terrperature (see Fig.21). The oscillator strength for

the quadrupole transition depends on the polarization of incident

                                       10)                                       . The sample used are thephoton with respect to the crystal axis

                                                      poly                                                            is expectedpoly-crystalline sample, and the oscillator strength fls

theoretically to be about O.6 times smaller than that of the maximum

value for a single crystal fi;?figex) which can be obtained, for

exarnple, when the incident photon has the wavevector parallel to the

(100) axis of crystal,regardless of its polarization direction.

From the Nikitine's data of the oscillator strength for a single crystal

we can calculate the value for a poly crystal as follows:

                  fgsoly . o.6 fslsingle (max) = 2.s Å~ lo-9, (6o)

where

                  fsl ;ng le (max) = 4.7 Å~ lo -9. (6 1)
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The calculated value fgglY coincides well with the value obtained in

our experlment.

    We have determined the transition energy points at 205K, 77K, and

4.2K by the approximate fitting to LorentZian figures• Only at 205K,

the energy position is shifted by about 1 cm-1 toward lower energy side

of the peak position.

    We have examined the temperature dependenÅëe of the low energy tail

of the yellow ls direct line and roughly obtained the following

experimental form (see Fig.22):

                                      Ahv                                          6), (62)                     ct (v) = ao (T) exp (kT

                                                                      (ls)where ao(T) is a temperature dependent factor, 6 st 30, and Ahv=(hv-hvt

Though this form seems to obey the Urbach•-Martienssen rule, the value 6

is unexpectedly larger than those for alkali-halides which are of the

order of unity. Therefore, from the above results we can not deter-

mine whether the low energy tail of the yellow ls direct line really

obeys the so-called Urbach-Martienssen rule20) or not.

    'The half value width H of the ls direct line is about twice the

value of the broadening parameters rÅ} of the indirect exciton edges,

Ia and Ie, as predicted in Eq.(33) of section IV-2. However, at

                       'high temperature, 2rÅ} becomes slightly larger than H (see Fig.36).

    The temperature dependences of the half value width H and the

degree of asymmetry A will be discussed later in details (see section

V-7-b).

c) n-th Direct Exciton Lines for Yellow Series (n->2) and Green

   Series (n)1)

    According to Toyozawa's theoryi8), the iine shapes of the

direct excitons in the conventional absorption spectra are expected to
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be asymetric Lorentzian line figuresas already given in Eq.(24) except

for the lowest exciton line, However, in the analysis of the line

shapes of the exciton absorption spectra in Cu20, we must eliminate

the background absorption which is considerably large in the present

spectral region?3) In such acase,the wavelength modu!ation technique

is also a powerful tool for the suppression of the background. As

previously mentioned in section IV-2, the functional line shapes of

the asymmetric Lorentzian and its derivative are given by, if we

ignore a positive constant factor,

                        1 + 2AW                L(W)= 2, (63)                        1+W

and
                          A(w2-i) + w

                2(W) =-- 22, (6 4)                            (w                               +1)

where
                     v - Vt'

                W= -. (6S)                       y

    '
L(W) has its maximum value at the frequency:

                wp . lrII2-Ii -lr'ILt . (1'4A2)2Al12 - 1 , (Atso) (66)

which cannot be zero except for A=O, that is, for A\O, the peak energy

in the conventional spectrum hv p is different from the transition

energy hvt. The value of A is usually negative for the exciton lines

in Cu20, because the np exciton lines have their tails at the lower

energy side of the peak in the conventional spectra, On the contrary,

the positive A is expected for the yellow series ls dierect exciton

line which has a long tail at the higher energy side. The derivative
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function, 2(W) has its maxirnum at Wl and W3 and its minimum at W2,

(Wl<W2<W3), as illustrated in Fig.9. As is seeen in Fig.9, the absolute

value of 2(W) at W3 peak is so small in the derivative spectrum compared

with that at Wl peak and that at W2 valley, that we may hereafter ignore

the W3 peak in the discussion of the derivative spectrum. It can be

seen in Fig.23 that the transition point, W=O, which locates
               '
between Wp and W2, getsnearer to W2, as the degree of asymetry A becomes

larger in its absolute value.

    As the ratio 2(W2)1Åí(Wl) can be described as a function of A only

and increases monotonously with A (see Fig.24), we can estimate the

value of A from the wavelength modulation derivative spectrum if we can

eliminate the undesired background.

    Actually the spectral change of the background is much smaller

comparing to that of the exciton line spectrum at low temperature, thus,

we may assume that the background varies almost linearly within the main

part range of the relevant exciton line.

    Then, in this case, we obtain the best fitting of the line shape

taking the amount of the linear background as a variable parameter and

changing the degeree of asymmetry of the exciton line A. Thus we can

estimate simultaneously the value of A and the background. However in

the process, we necessitate the half value width H, which can be obtained

from the separation of the peak position hvl and the valley one hv2

in the derivative spectrurn by the use of the following relation.

                                hv - hv                                  21                                                                   (67)                   H= 2r =2Å~                                 w                                    -w                                  21

where (W2 - Wl) can be evaluated, if the value of A is determined.

Fig.25 shows the best line shape fitting of the 2p direct exciton line

of the yellow exciton series at 4.2K after the removal of its background,
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where A=-O.36 and H=3o cm'1.

    The same kinds of analy$is were perforTned for several exciton lines

(n->2 for the yellow series and n->1 for the green series) at various

temperatures. However, on account of the rnutual overlappings between

the lines and the relatively large change of the background, the line

shape of the absorption lines associated with the transitions to the

high excited exction states, and the line shapes at high temperature

such as 'v300K, are usually considerably deformed. Therefore, the

analysis cannot be free frorn serious error. In the case when the

exciton structure appears only as a peak in the derivative spectrum and

ean not be analysed by the procedure mentioned above, we assign for

simplicity the peak position of the exciton line as the transition

point. The result thus obtained are tabulated in Tables 4(a), 4(b),

4(c) and 4(d) for N300K 205K, 77K and 4.2K, respectively.

    We can calculate the oscillator strength of each exciton transition

using Eqs.(52) and (53). For the 2p lines both of the yellow and the

green series at 4.2K, the values are

                  (Y)                                       -6                                         , (68)                 f                     = (2.5 Å} O.5) x 10                  2p

and

                  (G)                                       -5                                         ' (69)                     = (2.4 Å} O.5) Å~ 10                 f                  2p

                                                  (G)                                                     is much srnallerwhere we use Eqs.(29) and C30). The value, f                                                  2p
                                23)                                        This discrepancy may be origi-than that obtained by Grun et al.
                        '    'nated in the fact that they adopted much larger broadening parameter

(r = 7o cm'i) comparing to our case (r = 4s cm-i). According to

Eniott's theory3i), the ratio of the oscinator strength of the

green 2p line to that of the yellow one can be approximately given by

with the Rydberg constants of both series given in the next section
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(see Eq.(A-17) in Appendix A),

         {"f/i] }Cal'.2.(RRtli/S)s.2.(1;io4)511s, . (7o)

including the two-fgld-degeneracy of the green exciton state.

However, this value is about 1.5 times larger than our value experimentally

obtained. We also examined the relative intensities of the oscillator

strength of the np lines with respect to that of the 2p line for each

exciton series, and their values at 4.2K are tabulated in Table 5

together with the theoretical values obtained by the use of Eq.(9).

The values experimentally obtained agree fairly wel! with the theoretical

ones. The relative intensities of the oscillator strength of the ls

lines both for the yellow and the green series is also listed in Table 5.

We can also estimate the theoretical value of oscillator strength ratio to be

   -2                                                 -3                                                     for the electric-quad-      for the magnetic-dipole transition and NIONIO

                  12,24)                             As mentioned previously, for the yellow lsrupole transition.

direct line, the latter mechanism may be predominant, while for the

green ls direct line, the former is believed to play a main role.
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Table 2. Results of line shape analysls of yellow ls indirect
.exclton edges,Ia,Ieand I terrperatures.

T 4.2K 77K 205K rv3OOK .un1ts

- •-
1

hvt i6222 15946 15652 cm
r 2.i 8.8 i8.6

-
r D- O.135 O.333 O.149 cm-11crn-1

a
C- O.55 2.91 5.11 emdll(..-1)112

C- (T)IC'(To)

C- (T)lc-(To)Cai•
O.107

O.111

O.569

O.574

11

To=30oK

+hvt

16507 16441 16166 1587S --

r+ 1.42 2 9.5 16.9
D+ 1.15 1.11 O.807 O.785 em-11cm-1

C+ 3.87' 4.44 6.76 9.13 en-1 !(cm'"1)112

C(T)IC(To)
C" (T)lc'(To)Cal•

O.424

O.418

O.486

O.484

O.741

O.752

11

To=3ooK

+-- 7.32 2.32 1.79
&Ie (c"!d)cal. 7.S 2.25 1.72

+hvt

17057 16990 16714 !6410

3.0 4.3 -.

Ii
e

O.13 O.11 em-1/cm'i

C+ O.637 O.645 em-1/cm'1

c(T)IC(To)
C" CT)/c'(To)Cai•

O.99

1

11

To=77K

hvm l6331 16056 15763

6too(Ia,Ie) 108 109 110 111
estuo(i6) 658 658 658 660

Notation
     +/-
     hvl

     rÅ}:
     DÅ}:

     cÅ}:

     hVm
     5tuo

:

:

:

:

phonon enission1absorption

transition energy

broadening parameter
dctld(hv) = D'F(W) as defined by Eq.(44)
ct = cÅ} (AE) l!2

hvm -- (hv' t . hv' t' )12

participating phonon energy
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Table 3. Re1ative absorption

ls indirect exciton

intensities

edges at 4.

  . c of
2K.

ye11ow

'

or
N
e

symmetry energy
broadening

pararneter(r+)
relative

intensityC'

ris O.035

rl2 1

-(1)ri5

O.045

ri ,vO.O15

-(2)r15,

O.16S



Tab 1e 4(a). Results of line shape analysis for

in wavelength derivative absroption

observed

 spectrum

structures
 at rv300K

symbo1 final
state

hv
S?.M.-)i hvÅ} cm'1

t
phonon
synmetry

indirect
.exclton

(Y)

1aIeIte

lls,Å}K>

15665
(638.4)
15886

(629.5)
16423

(608.9)

IS6S2

15875

18.5

17

r-
12

-(2)r15

h"5n)?:B, (n)-1hvcmt

Andirect
.exclton

(Y)

--d-'t'-------
(G)

DY Iis,o>

l2p,o>

l3p,o>

.

15766
(634.3)N16680

(N599.5)*
16823

(594.4)

15761

16716Å}3

16823

--p--------
17610Å}10

32

112Å}8

+O.31

W.9"

-.-.--l-----
12p,o>

----------L
17532

(570.4)

----------
300Å}20

----.-l---
tvO.7

transition .- hviMP'cm-1
timpurity.

associated
transition E V2.D.2p 17314t5

(577.6) 17224*
tt

(Y):

(G):

V2:

D.2p:

t:

yellow series

         .green senes

second valence band (r" s)

donor 2p state

estimated value
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Tab 1e 4 (b)                             .. Results of line shape analyses for

 in wavelength derivative absorption

observed

 spectrum

structures
 at 205K

synbol final
state

-1Å}crnhvp(nm)

Å}--1hvcmit1 -1
rÅ}cm

phonon
symmetry

indirect
.exclton

(Y)

IaIeIte

lls,Å}K>

159E2
(626.9)
16171

(618.4)
16714

(598.3)

15946

16166

16714

9.5

9

r' i'

2-(2)r15

(h)cm-1hvP(nm)

An

direct
.exclton

(Y)

t-.--i.td.r--

(G)

DY
1DY2DY3DX"'D-G---2DG3-

lis,o>

12p,o>

l3p,o>

14p,o>

-----p-'---
12p,o>

]3p,O>

16059
(622.7)
16987

(588.8)
17103

(S84.7)
17148

(583.2)---------

17845
(560.4)
18051

(554.0)

16058

17005

17111

17148

--•-------
17891Å}8

18051

l5

76

tv40

---t-------
220Å}10

+O.13

-O.65

N-O.40

-d-d.---d---

NO.51 1

transition
hvimp•cm"'1

p(nm)
.hvlrnp•cm-1

timpurity
associated
transition E V2.-D.2p 17599

(568.2) 17510*
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Tab le 4(c)                               .. Results of line shape analysts for

  in wavelength derivative absorption

observed

 spectrum

structures
 at 77K

'

symbo1 final
state•

•- Å}-1hvcmt -1
rÅ}cm

phonon
symmetry

indirect
.exclton

(Y)

IaIeIte

lis,Å}.K>

16223
(616.4)
16442

(608.2)
16992

(588.5)

16222

16441

16990

2.1

24.3

ri2

-(2)r15

(n)cm'hvp(nm)
(n)-1hvcmt

Andirect
.exclton

(Y)

---------J-

(G)

DY lis,o>'

l2p,o>

i3p,o>

14p,o>

lsp,o>

16p,o>

-----p-d----
lis,o>

l2p,o>

13p,o>

l4p,o>

16330
(612.4)
17262

(579.3)
17371

(575.7)
17409

(574.5)
17428

(573.8)
l7437

(573.5)-p-----------

17073
(585.7)
18195

(549..6)
18365

(544.5)
18426

(542.7)

16330

17269

17374

17410

17428

17437

-----dt---
17073

18213

18367

18426

transition.
hviMP•cm-1

p(nm)
hvinrp•cm-1

timpurity
associated
transitiontt E V2ÅÄD.2p 17924

C557.9) 17836*

-6S-



Tab le 4 (d)                                .. Results of line shape analysts for

 in wavelength derivative absorption

observed•

 spectrum

structures
 at 4.2K

symbo'1 final
state

--
Å}-1hvcrnt phDnon

syrnmetry

indirect

exciton

(Y)

A1eBctIe

1ls,tK>

16488
(606.5)
16508

(605.8)
16S51

(604.2)
16761

(596.6)
17059

(586.2)

16487

16507

16550

16758

170S7

1.5

L4
1.5

N5

3

r5s

ri2-(1)r15r5-(2)r15

hv(n)cm-
p(nm)

•- An'

direct
.exclton

(Y)

--------vtv-

(G)

DY lis,o>

l2s,o>

l2p,o>

13s,o>

l3p,o>jl4p,o>1sp,o>l6p,o>-jnyp-------1is,o>12p,o>l3p,o>14p,o>

16399
(609.8)
17249

(579.8)
17330

(577.1)
17372

(575.6)
17435

(573.6)
17476

(572.2)
17494

(571.6)
17503

(571.3)

----pv---17144
(583.3)
18272

(547.3)
18430

(542.6)
18498

(540.6)

16399

17335

17440

17477

17494

17503

---v-v-------
17145

18286

18433

18498

+O.1

-O.36

-O.18

-O.08

----P-"-----
-O.05

-O.30

-O.08

transition hv
$mp'?:ss hviMP'cm-1

t--lmpunty
associated
transition

E V2-,-D,2p 17999
(S55.6) 17911*
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Tab le S. Relative

   lines' at

osci11ator

4.2K.

strengths of several direct exciton

l

ast
t

exciton
state

theory .expenrnent

yellowseries .greensenes

n=1

n=2

n=3

n=4

n=S

-2-310NIO

1O.35O.16O.08

-3(1.2Å}O.2)Å~10

1O.38Å}O.04O.20Å}O.02O.07Å}O.Ol
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Temperature dependences of logarithmic normalized absorption

coefficient vs. energy difference (hvp-hv) curves for the

yellow ls direct exciton line. The tangents of the exponen-
tial slopes of the curves are plotted against reciprocal

temperature in the inset.
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3. Energy Gaps and Rydberg Constants

a) Estimation of Eand Gaps and Rydberg Constants

    It has already been pointed out by Gross8) that both of the

yellow and green exciton series is expressed by the hydrogenic Rydberg

series except for the first lines (ls states). According to his

results, the Ryqberg constants for both series were calculated to be

about 7ss cm-1 for yenow series and 1246 crn-1 for green series at 77K.

Using the same rnethod, we can calculate the Rydberg constants and the

series iimit positions, vEco) at each temperature from the transition

points vEn), of the np lines (n-'2) in both series, according to the

following equation:

             hvE") -hvEoo) - ",,2fi;,2 =hvEco)- iif/• (7i)

                                                       '
                                                                *where e is the dielectric constant, v exciton reduced mass, and RY

                                                      (n,)effective Rydberg constant. The transition points, v                                                         do not a!ways
                                                     t
correspond with the peak positions v5n)in the conventional absorption

spectra.

    For an example, at 77K, the Rydberg constant and the band gap for

the yellow series can be obtained by the use of Eq.(71) with the values

of the transition energies of 2p, 3p lines as

                                  '
                   RSI"(Y)=7s6 Å}3 cmdl (72)

and

                   EEY) = hvEco'Y) = i74ss Å}3 cm-i.. (73)

The calculated positions of the othernp lines using the relation given

by Eq.(71) coincide fairly well with the transition energies experimentally

observed (see Table 6). The smallness of the Rydberg constant thus
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obtained in comparison with that obtained by Gross may be

reasonably attributed to the fact that vEn)\ v]gn) on account of the

asymmetric line figures. In the same way we can obtain the Rydberg

constants and energy gaps of the yellow and the green series at each

temperature, which are listed in Tables 6 and 7, At 'v300K we can detect

only the 2p line for the green series. We obtained the energy gap,
EEG) by extraporating the temperature dependence curve of transition

energies of the series iimit vEco'G) toward the higher temperature side

in the same way as that of the 2p line, so they must contain large

ambiguities.

b) Temperature Dependences of Band Gaps and Rydberg Constants

    The temperature dependences of the band gap energies are illustrated

in Fig.26 both for the yellow and the green series. They show nearly

linear dependence on temperature at high temperature region with the

coefficient given by,

                  aE (Y)
                  "t =3.o2Å}o.lo cm-11K for yellow series, (74)

and
                  aE(G)
                  "t c2.g3Å}o.lo cm-11K for green series. (7s)

                            15)    By the way, Gross et al,                                 have examined the influence of

stress upon the spectrum of the Cu20 exciton series and found out the

band gap deformation potential to be about O.2 eV which is unexpectedly

smaller compared with the usual direct gap semiconductors. Making use
                                                      -6                                                            -- 1of the thermal e)cpansion coefficient of Cu20, ct = 3Å~10 deg , they

calculated the shift A of the absorption edge in the assumption of the

shift being only due to the thermal expansion of lattice and they

                                            'obtained
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                         A=-sxio-3 cm-ilK. (76)

This value is much smaller than the observed temperature coeffieient,

and from this result the main origin of the temperature shift of the

                                                            .band gap in Cu20 spectra can be attributed to the self-energy shift due

to the exciton-phonon interaction as has been described in section

IV-2. At low terxperature region the band-gap energy shows some kind

of quadratic dependence on temperature and becomes constant as in the

case of usual semiconductors, 'Ilie temperature dependence of the

shift of the band gap of the green exciton series due to the exciton-phonon

interaction can be explained qualitatively, if we assume the temperature

dependent shift roughly proportional to the factor, 2n+1, where n

represents the distribution number of the single phonon (phonon energy

6ee), which takes dominant part in the shift. Considering that the

factor, 2n+1, includes both mechanisms of the emission, (n+1) and the

absorption, (n) of the phonon, we can write down the temperature

                              (G)                                                39)dependence of the band gap, E                                 (T) as follows;
                             g

          EEG)(T) = EEG) + eg(T) = EEGo) + e•coth (11al/2kT). (77)

        (G)Where E           represents the-band gap unaffected by the exciton-phonon       gO
interaction, eg(T) means the shift induced by this interaction which is

proportional to 2n+1, where

                               1                                          , (78)                   n=                         exp(liw/kT) - 1

and C a constant factor. For the green series band gap,

               E(G) (T) = ls7gg - 23o • coth(no cm-l12kT) (cm'1). (7g)
               g
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The calculated line is plotted in Fig.26 in comparison with the experi-

mental data. Thus in the green exciton series band gap, the dominant

phonon which participates in the determination of the te;Trperature

dependence of the band gap shift is a r12 optical phonon which also takes

part in the ls indirect exciton edge of the yellow series. We have

also examined the temperature dependence of the yellow series band gap,

and roughly found out the same kind of results. However, the

break-down of the linear temperature dependence of the band gap occurs

at higher temperature than that for the green series.

    The spin-orbit splitting of the valence band, Aso can be estimated

from the energy difference of the two band gaps to be

                 A =E(G) -E(Y) = lo4s cm-1 at 4.2K. (so)
                  so                        gg

The spin-orbit splitting has decrea$ing tendency with increasing

temperature Csee Fig.27).

    The temperature dependences of Rydberg constants are also shown

in Fig.28. They becomes larger as the temperature rises and they

show the nearly linear dependences on temperature except below "vlOOK.

These kinds of temperature dependences are supposed to be brought about

by the following fact. The transition energy point in a real crystal

is not- the same to and shift from the transition energy point in the

perfect crystal on account of the self-energy shift due to the exciton-

phonon interaction. The exciton-phonon interaction affects on each

exciton line differently, so that, the temperature dependence of the

shift of the transition energy for one exciton line is different from

that of another line. Therefore, the Rydberg constant obtained in

our experiments contains the exciton•-phonon interaction effect on the
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temperature dependence of the factor, (v !e2).

    Then, we take the same procedure as was done in the examination of

the temperature dependence of the band gap shift, in order to find out

the exciton--phonon interaction mechanism. The fol!owing formula well

e)cpresses the temperature dependence of the Rydberg constant of the yellow

exÅëiton series (see Fig.28);

            R9(Y)(T) = Ri>6Y) + ry(Y)(T)

                     = Ry".6Y) + r•coth('Ktu/2kT)

                     = 7so + s.2.coth(no cm'112kT) (cm-1). (sl)

The temperature dependence of the Rydberg constant of the yellow series

is supposed to be caused by the exciton-phonon interaction chiefly

aSsociated with the r12 phonon. This fact implies that the each line

in the yellow exciton series shifts mainly through the mechanism

described above, although the exciton-phonon interaction must be slightly

larger for lower excited states than for higher ones.

    The same kind of formula can be roughly obtained for the terrrperature

dependence of the green series Rydberg constant associating with the

         RY(G) (T) = ii24 + g.3'cothaio cm-112kT) (cm'1). (s2)

c) Effective Mass Consideration

                                                                         (Y)    In order to find out the exciton reduced mass of the yellow serieS p ,
                  . (Y)                               -1                                  as the Rydberg constant of the yellowwe use the value R                       = 750 cm                  yo

series without the exciton phonon interaction. We can calculate the
                           (Y)                               by using the definition of the Rydbergeffective mass of exciton p

constant of the hydrogen-like model as
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                    R*yo(Y)' = 'l.l: (li6' ), (83)

                               s.
where RH is the Rydberg constant of a hydrogen atom, 1.1Å~105 cm'-i,• es is

the static dielectric constant and mo is the electron mass in a free

space. When we use the value of 7.5 for Es according to Carabatos et

                                                    (Y)   40)al., we can obtain the yellow exciton reduced mass v as
              v(Y) = RYiOH(Y) e,2 mo = ili:iosx7'•s2mo " O•39 mo• (84)

Although we have used the value of 7.5 for es, we must examine whether

the static dielectric constant is applicable to the yellow exciton with

rather large binding energy or not. According to the far-infrared

study of carabatos et al.,40) the dielectric constant of Cu20 varies

at two frequencies due to the two kinds of infrared active optical

                                                               -1 's                                              -1                                                  (ltLct)Ll =149 cm ),phonons, One of them locateS at llck}rl, = 146 cm

and the other at hcoT2 =611 cm'1 ( liosL2=645 cm-1). Here c"r is the trans-

verse optical phonon frequency and coL the longitudinal one. Then the

dielectric constant is roughly estimated to be es =7.5 below the

angular frequency coTl, eiN7.2 between a)Tl and cDT2, and e. = 6.46 above

u)T2• Considering that the relative angular frequencies of an exciton

internal rnotion tor turn out to be6co5p=lgo cm'1 for the 2p state

having the binding energy of about lgo cm'l and to be6co}p= so cm-1 for

3p state having' the binding energy' of about so cm-1, we can conclude

that it is rather reasonable to use a value between 7.2 and 7.5

(refer to Appendix E), If we use the value 7.2 instead of 7.5 fDr e,
                                            '
the effective exciton reduced mass then becomes

                     ' (Y)                     p =O.36 mo, (85)
which is about 80!o smaller than the former case. These values are to

the
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                                                                41)be compared with O.32 mo and O.29 mo obtaind by Kuwabara et al.

in their study of magneto-oscillatory absorption of Cu20. In case of

the effective mass of the green exciton, we may use the following values.

                       R"yoCG-) •-- n24 cm-i.

Then, the vaiue u(6) becomes

                                            '                          CG)                        u =O.53 moNO.58 mo. (87)

According to the cyclotron resonance experiment of Cu20 at about 2 mm

wavelength region by Hodby52), the polaron rnass of the electron on the

conduction band, me(polaron mass) and that of the hole on the light

hole valence band, m2h(polaron mass) are

                  me(polaron) N 1.0 mo ,
                                                                   (88)

and mÅíh(polaron) 'v O.7 mo•

From these values, we can obtain the bare effective mass of the electron,

mg, and that of the light hole, m"Åíh using the relation between the

polaron mass and the bare effective mass as follows:

                   m(polaron) = m* Cb are).(1 + g), (sg)

                                                                43)where ct is the coup!ing constant of the polaron and is given by

                              2 2m" tu
              ct "}('l g'- il') ili.L ( 6 L) ii2 • (go)

There are two longitudinal optical phonons of energies, ihtuLl, esedL2 fOr Cu20

 as have been mentioned earlier in this section, and if we assume that
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the coupling constant can be written as the sum of the contributions

from two different kinds of optical modes, we can calculate the constant

ct using the dielectric constants, and the optical frequencies given by

Carabatos et al., as

                      ct -'" o.36 (m"lmo)1/2. (gl)

Then, using Eqs.(88),(89) and C91), we can obtain rough!y the following

values for the bare electron and hole band masses,

                       *                      rn N O.95 m                       eO
                                                                     (92)
                          '                       *and rnahNO•65 mo•
The exciton reduced mass of the yellow series calculated from these

values is about O.39 mo, which is close to the value obtain from the

Rydberg constant of the yellow exciton series.

    Gross et all7) assumed that the masses of the electron and hole

participating in the yellow exciton might be almost the same magnitude

from their magneto-optical studies on the yellow ls exciton line. However,

it is found by combining the result obtained in our experimental analysis

with the cyclotron resonance databy Hodby that the assumption made by
                                                                  'Gross et al. is not right.

    The heavy hole band mass, rnhh can be obtained by the use of the

vaiues, y(G) and mg as

                        k                       n}ith=i•2moNi•5mo• (g3)
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Tab le 6(a). Energy

series
posltlons

in the Cu         2

of

o

 the lines

absorption

of the exciton

spectrum at 77K

ye11ow

hv(cm-1)p hvt(cm'1) hv:al'(cm-1)

DY
1

16330 16330 16702

DY
2 17262 17269 17269

DY
3

17371 17374 17374

DY
4

17409 17410 17411

DY
5

17428 17428 17428

DY
6 17437 17437 17437

DY
co

17458

           -1error;Å}3 cm

Tab le 6(b). Rydberg

   .exclton

constants

senes at

and band

   .varlous

 gaps for the

temperatures.

ye11ow

Ri9( Ilm-ij EEY)(..-1)

'
'

'

,v300K 770 16909Å}10

205K 763 17196

77K 756 17458

4.2K 755 17524

           -1error;Å}3 crn
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Tab le 7(a). Energy

      series

positions

in the Cu 2

of

o

 the lines

absorptioh

of the exciton

spectrum at 77K

green

-1hv(cm) hvt(cm'1) cal.-1
DG 17073

18195

18365

18426

17073

18213

18368

1842-6

17361

18213

18367

18426

18497,

           -1error;Å}3 crn

Tab 1e 7(b). Rydberg

   .exclton

constants

   .senes at

and band

   .var1ous

 gaps for the

temperatures.

green

RSi'(?l.-i) EEG)(cm-'1)

iv300K

** dede
205K rv115O N18178

.

77K 1136 18497
.

4.2K l133 !8569

                               -1                    error:Å}3 cm

t These values can not be directly obtained, because we can
   detect only the 2p line for the green series attv300K.

   The method of exptraporation is rnentioned in the paper.

t' These values can not be decided Precisely, because the

   2p line is modified on account of some undesirable

   background .
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4. Transition Points of Yellow and Green ls Direct Exction Lines

    We have shown in the section V-3-b that each line of the yellow and

the green exciton series except for the ls exciton lines are well

interpreted as the hydrogen-like Ryderg series wi.th the common exciton

reduced mass and the common dielectric constant within each exciton

series. On the other hand, the ls exciton lines for the yellow and

the green series appear at the appreciably lower energies than those

calculated as the Rydberg series. The differences, AE, between the

energies of the ls exciton lines experimentally obtained and those

calculated for the yellow and the green series are shown for four

                                                      (Y)different temperatures in Table 8. The difference, AE , for the

yellow series becomes as large as about a half of the Rydberg constant

                                                      (G)for the series. On the other hand, the difference, AE , for the

green seires is at most about a quarter of the Rydberg constant for

the series and moreover the absolute value of AE(G), is about so percent

                           (Y)of the yellow series one, AE . .
    The discrepancy between the experirnental transition energy and the

calculated one may be explained from various reasons. i) The value

                                                                   •- 1of the spin-orbit splitting of the valence band A is about 'vlOOO cm ,
   '
and the Rydberg constant without spin-orbit interaction is also the

                 -1                   . It is suggested that the energies of the lsorder of NIOOO cm

lines of the yellow and the green exciton series should be calculated

by the method in which the coulomb interaction and the spin-orbit

interaction are treated in the sarne weight. According to this

procedure, the lower split off band of the ls exciton states may be

located at the position somewhat lower than the energy position of the

yellow ls exciton state calculated, because the basic Iydberg coi stant

Crvlooo crn-1) is larger than the Rydberg constant of the yellow exciton

                                                 '                   '
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              -- 1series (N7SO cm ). On the contrary, the upper split off band of the

ls exciton states may be located slightly higher than the energy

calculated for the green series ls exciton state. ii) The smaller

the exciton radius is, the rnore ineffective the screening effect becomes.

The exciton radius of the yellow ls exciton and that of the green ls

exciton are calculated to be N9A and `v6A respectively by the assumption

of the states being at the calculated positions of the hydrogen-like

model. We must, therefore, adopt sma!ler dielectric constant than

e.=6.46, (since the vibrational frequency of the ls state is larger

than that of the optical phonon T2, that is' ,rllcor (orlsoo cm-1))sT{rco.r2(=611 cm-1),

see Appendix E) which makes the exciton binding energy for the ls

exciton larger. iii) The small radius of the ls exciton increases the

possibility of the co-existence of the electron and the hole of the

same exciton on a particular atom site, and so-called central cell

correetion is expected to become more significant. This effect

lowers the energy of the ls exciton state. The screening effect and
                                          '
the central cel'1 correction one are considered to affect much more on

the green ls exciton than on the yellow ls exciton, thus, we have the energy

differences, AE(Y) and AE(G) in a real crystal of Cu20. iv) Besides,

the exciton binding energy of the ls exciton states is about one-twentieth

of the band gap and the spreading of the main part of the wave-function

of the ls exciton is limited only within a few lattice sites, therefore

the effective mass theory may not present a good approximation for the

calculation of such kind of deep exciton states. The variation
                                44)method may be useful in this case.

    The temperature shift of the transition energy of the yellow ls

exciton has been examin. ed. It has almost the same tendency as the

yellow series band gap, but the energy difference of the former transi-
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tion point from the iatter energy, EEY)- hv:iS'Y)which is the reai

binding energy of the ls exciton El(Y s)<binding energy), incfeases

slightly with increasing temperature, and the value at ",300K is about 2

percent larger than that at 4.2K. The rate of increase with temperature

is alrnost the same magnitude as that of the Rydberg constant of the

yellow exciton series, therefore, the ratio of the binding energy of

                        (Y)the ls exciton state, Els (binding energy) to the Rydberg constant of

the.series (see Table 8) is almost constant regardless of the temperature

change. If we provisionaly attrlbute the large binding energy of the

ls exciton state to the dielectric constant and adopt a different

dielectric constant e' from that used for the estimation of the Rydberg

constant (E=7•2'V7•5) we can obtain the value e' = 5.9 for the ls exciton

state of the yellow series basing on the hydrogen-like model. The
temperature dependence of the Eig)(binding energy) may be assumed to

be caused by a similar mechanism to that of the Rydberg constant

through the temperature dependence of the factor, (v le2). Ihe value

e' , obtained for the green ls exciton is about 6.4, which is slightly

larger than the value for the yellow ls exciton in spite of the radius

of the green ls exciton being smaller than that of the yellow one.

'Ihis fact"suggests that the abnormal largeness of the binding energy

can not be explained only by the simple effect of the smallness of the

exciton radius through the dielectric constant correction and the

central cell correction. Another problem remaines unsolved about

the separation of the ns and np exciton levels which can not be explained

only by the central cell correction.
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Tab le 8. Deviations of

   Rydberg series

the

.

ls direct    .exclton lines frorn the

shift .ratlo shift .ratlo

'T(K)

AE(Y)(cm-1) Eig)(binding)!RS;(Y) AE(G)(cm-1)- Elg(binding)/Rg;CG)

N300

205

77

4.2

378

375

373

370

1.49

1.49

l.49

1.49

.288291

1.25

1.26

   Ratio

ls exciton

is taken between the

 line and the Rydberg

observed binding

 constant.

energy of the



5. Transition Associated with Irrpurity

    It has already been pointed out that the broad peak E at about

558 nm at 77K appears in different form (heightJ from sample to sample

(see Fig.13). Thus it is reasonable to assign this structure to

some kind of transition associatedwith impurity. This structure has

been also found in the photoconductivity spectra of Cu20 at 77K by

Gross et ai.45) The temperature shift of this peak position is almost

the same to that of the band gap of the green exciton series as is shown

in Fig.29. This fact suggests that the structure is caused by the

transition associated with the states closely related both to the

heavy hole band and to the conduction band. For such a transition,

two cases are possible; one is the case of the initial state being some

ionized acceptor state and the final state being the conduction band,

and the other is the case of the former being the heavy hole band and

the latter being the ionized donor state. Tlie impurity atoms must be

ionized by compensation, since the impurity levels are hardly ionized

thermally in the measuring temperature.

    Since the line figure of the structure E does not show any distinct

temperature change, we may assign the structure to a direct transition.

We can easily understand by taking the symmetry-forbidden transition

mechanism into consideration that the lowest energy transition must be

associated with the 2p state of the ionized impurity.

                                      46,47)    Referringto the calculationbyKohn                                 . for irrpurity to band transi-

tions, we have calcu!ated the line figure of the absorption spectrum

associated with the transition from the valence band to the donor 2p

state (see Appendix D), and found out that the line shape in the deriv-

ative spectrum should show a broad peak-like figure with a sharp slope

toward the lower energy side as shown in Fig.D-2 in Appendix D.
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In the figure, the parameter b is the ratio of the electron band mass

mg to the hole band mass rni::

                     b- rnglTnA. (94)
The line intensity in the wavelength derivative spectrum is proportional

    -2      (see Eq.(D-18) in Appendix D), which shows that the transitionto b

associated with acceptors is about one order smaller in its absorption

intensity than that with donors in the green series, because the magni-

tude of the ratio is the order of b-4.

    On the other hand, for the structure due to the transition associated

with the light hole band, we can predict the transition probability

between the acceptor and the conduction band to be about a half of that

associated with the heavy hole band and the donor 2p state, while the

transition probability between the light hole band and the donor state

can be estimated to be one order smaller than the above one. However,

we cou.ld not observe any structure in the yellow region.

    The transition energy hvit'MP' locates at a little lower energy side

than the peak position hvSTrp' according to the following relation

(see Eq.(D-17) in Appendix D):

                                        '                      '                                                             '                (EEG) - hvit' rrrp') = cEEG) - hvlmp')ia-o.igb). (gs)

Using the same method as described in section V-3-c, we can estimate the

value E(G) - hvimp' without the energy shift due to electron-phonon

       gpinteraction to be s6s cm-1. on the other hand, using the relation given

by g(G)"1. mg'1 + mgh-1 , we can derive:

                           mt
                       b= e - 1.
                           v (G)
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The binding energy of the 2p donor state is given, assuming the

hydrogen-iike  intpuntY ieVei' inBXea. .

   ' ED.2p=22e2fi2,2' (96)'
Then, Eq.(95) can be rewritten as .
                                                    *4                                                  m mte     EEG) - hv$mp' = a - o.lgb)ED,2p = (1•19-O•19'p(Ge)) s fei2,2 (97)

                                                  *By solving the quadratic equation with respect to me, we have the Ryciberg

constint for the donor to be about 261o cm-1, if we use e=7.s in the

calculation of p(G), and the conduction band mass to be about O.99 m
                                                                  o
(in this calculation we may use the value, e = 6.46 because the relative
                                           co
angular frequency of the motion of the 2p donor state is larger than the

frequency of the transverse optical phonon T2, that is,

                    ficor(=6s3 cm-1) >5esT2(=611 cm'1). .

In details, see Appendix E). The mass obtained from this impurity

associated transition is close to the value, O.9S mo, obtained in section

V-3-c. From the exciton reduced masses for the yellow series u(Y)=O.39 mo

and the green series u(G)zo.ss mo' obtained in section v-3-c using e=7.5,

and the above derived conduction band mass mgttO.99 mo, the following

band masses can be estimated:

                    m' = O.64 m
                     Åíh O
ar1d

                     *                    nE,h ct 1.40 mo .
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6. Background Absorption

    It has been known that the spectra obtained have a rather large

background absorption in the energy range where n)2 yellow exciton

absorption bands exist. The background in the conventional absorp•-

tion spectra23) disturbs the measurements of the exact line shapes Df

the exciton lines which are to be analysed according to the asymmetric

Lorentzian line figure. While, in the deriVative spectra, as was

shown in section V-2-c, we can determine roughly the line figure of

the background. The backgrounds thus obtained are shown in Fig.30

for various temperatures, The background absorptions have tempera-

ture dependence, suggesting that the background absorptions are associated

with sorne kind of phonon assisted transitions and that this absorption

spectrum is to be ''step-like" in the conventional absorption spectra,

which appears as peak-like spectra in the derivative spectrum.

The origin of this background was discussed by Elliott and he cDncluded

that the most part of the background absorption in the region of the

yellow series comes from the transition via intermediate states the
                                                            '
energy positions of which are situatedmuch beyond the yellow series,

                                                        'having large oscillator strengths.

    Of course, there exists a continuum in the range of the n)2 exciton

lines, due to the virtual transition to a higher band, producing one

ls exciton and one optical phonon of about 110 cm-1 (ri2) at the final

state. If the ls exciton band is parabolic up to the energy region

of the 2p exciton band (K cr 3Å~lo6 cm-i), a continuum might appear in

the derivative spectrum as the smoothly decreasing background toward

the high energy side in the region. So we consider another mechanism

for the background.

     If we assume that the background is due to some indirect exciton
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transition with the energy dependence El/2 as that of the is indirect

exciton edge, the absorption intensity, C, of the background absorption

and the ls indirect exciton edge associated with phonon emission have

alrnost the same temperature dependences and this fact suggests that the

background absorption may be caused by an indirect transition to some

states accompanied with the emission of the r12 optical phonon. If

we assume that the main final state is 2p exciton state which is most

probable from the consideration of the peal< position of the background

in the wavelength derivative spectrum, the main feature of the background

can be explained qualitatively by this simplified model. Conclusively,

the total line shape of the background can be formed by the summation

of the quasi-continuous indirect transitions to the np states.

However,the absorption intensity of the background is about one order

larger than that of the ls indirect exciton edge, and so we can not

assume that their intermediate states are the same. Another inter-

mediate state which is most probable to make the absorption intensity

large for the background, would be the conduction band associated

with the yellow series (see the denominator of Eq.(15)). But this

transition belongs to the syrnmetry-forbidden indirect transition,

                                       3!2                                                             27)                                           energy dependencetherefore, the line shape should have E

indicating that in the wavelength derivative spectrum it must not

appear as a peak-like figure, but as a step-like.one. We can say at

least that the rnechanism must be the indirect exciton transition to

the higher exciton band through the intermediate state which exists

appreciably close to the final state.

    We can also find out the background which is rather broad and smooth

in the green exciton series and believe that it will be also explained by

a similar mechanism to that for the background in the yellow exciton region.
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7. Temperature Dependences of Broadening and Degree of Asymmetry of

    Spectral Lines

    As Toyozawa predicted in his theory18) on the line shapes of the

exciton absorption lines in the weak exciton-phonon coupling limit,

the absorption line is of an asymmetric Loretzian line shape except for

the lowest line• The typical example is the 2p direct line DII of the

yellow exciton series in Cu20. Provided that the parameter s (which

is defined in Appendix B) increases from a value smaller than 1 (s>1)

at low temperature, to a value larger than 1 (s>1) at very high tempera-

ture, the line shape starts from a Lorentzian at low temperature and

then graduauy changes toaGaussianwith increasing temperature}9)

In the Lorentzian region, the half value width H is proportional to T

except for very iow temperature, whiie it changes obeying Ti12 iaw in

the Gaussian region. The temperature dependence of the half value

width H is illustrated in Fig.31. Toyozawa has also pointed out by

using a simplest rnodel that the absolute value of the degree of asymmetry

IAI as well as the half value width increases linearly with temperature

in the Lorentzian region19)

    Besides, this is not the case for the line shape of the ls direct

      Yline Dl of the yellow exciton series in Cu20 absorption spectrum.

In this case, the state of K=O situates at the bottom of the exciton

energy band and there are no states with the same energy in other

exciton bands. The line shape of the exciton absorption line for

such a case was investigated by Toyozawa in the limit of weak exciton-

phonon coupling?O) According to his theoretical result for high

temperature, the line shape is expected to be strongly asymmetric with

a tail at the high energy side and the half value width H is to be

considerably small and to be proportional to T2 (see Appendix C).
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    For the puxpose of experirnentally examining the above mentioned

theories of Toyozawa, we have measured the temperature dependences of

the half value widths H and the degrees of asymmetry A for each exciton

line in both series.

a) Yellow np Lines and Green np Lines

    The temperature dependences of the half value width H and the absolute
                   'value of the degree of asymmetry IAI (A<O) for the 2p direct exciton

line of the yellow series are plotted in Fig.32 and its inset, respec-

tively. The half-value width H has almost linear dependence on tem-

perature above "vlOOK,as predicted by Toyozawa for the Lorentzian region.

    The above temperature change is mainly originated in the exciton-

phonon interaction. Therefore, after the procedure performed in

section V-3-b, we can express the temperature dependence by the follow-

ing equation, assuming that a certain single phonon takes part predorni-

nantly in the phonon broadening effect,

             HS5) - HS51, + hSlll)•coth (l2:,), (gs)

                                                    '
where H2p,o is the broadening, due to scattering by other origins than

the phonon, such as impurity, etc., h2p a constant, and the hyperbolic

cotangent term represents the temperature dependence of the exciton-

phonon interaction which incluedes the factor 2n+1 (n: the phonon distri-

bution number). Equation (98) can be rewritten by the use of the

experimental result as

                                                    6co
             HS5) = (2.5 Å} O.5) + (27.5 Å} 3,.O),•coth(2k\), (cm'1) (gg)

                                                            '
where 6tuo = no crn'1. The comparison with our experimental data is
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shown in Fig.33. The interband scattering associated with the r12

phonon to the ls state of the yellow exciton also plays a main role

in the broadening as well as in the energy shift. The broadening

factor due to other origins H2p,o is estimated to be considerably small.

The absolute value of the degree of asymmetry IAI also increases with

increasing temperature and it is expected from the linear extrapolation of

IAI over 2osK according to the equation ASI)bl3Å~lo-3T (see Fig.32), that

the value IAI comes close to unity at 'v300K where the line shape is

strongly asymmetric.

    We have also obtained the following relation for the 2p direct line

of the green series through the similar process to that mentioned above,

                                                6co              HSpG) = (24 Å} 4) + (72 Å} lo)•coth(2k\) (cm-1). (100)

The first term is about one order larger in magnitude than that of the

yellow one. It can be said from this fact that the absorption spectrum

of the green exciton series is more affected and distorted by the lattice

imperfection, such as impurity, defect and strain, than that of the

yenow series58) 'rhe degree of asymmetry for the green series is

approximately given by

                                                         Jfito              ASS) 2 -(O.17 Å} O.02) -- (O.13 Å} O.02)•coth(2kg). (101)

    we have also examined the half value widths H and the absolute

values of the degree of "ctsymrnetry IAI for other several exciton lines.

They are illustrated en hZoe in Figs.34 and 35, respectively, together

with those mentioned above for the 2p direct lines. All of them have

a tendency of increasing as the temperature rises.

                                       18)                                          , the are,a of the contour of    According to Toyozawa's theory
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each exciton line must have a linear dependence on ternperature at high

temperature in a simplified model. However, we can not confirm the

temperature dependence of the peak area because we can not perform

accurate measurements of the line figure at high temperature even for the

green 2p exciton line,although the area seems to show slightly increasing

with increasing ternperature in our experiments.

b) Yellow ls Direct Line

    The temperature dependences of the broadening and the degree of

asymnetry for the ls direct line of the yellow series D)( is appreciably

diffe;ent from those for the other lines. In this case, A is positive

and H is about one order smaller in magnitude than that of the 2p direct

line of the yellow series at low temperature and H and A for D\ increase

rapidly with increasing temperature above 'v150K. We have already

mentioned in section V-2-b that the line shape of the ls direct line

differs from an asymmetric Lorentzian. In order to make clear the

temperature dependences of H and A, we have measured the line shape of

 Y.Dl at various temperatures above 205K. They are illustrated in Fig.36.

From the figure we can notice that in the temperature range above 'V200K

the half value width H and the degree of asymmetry A have quadratic

dependences on ternperature as follows:

                                                    '
                     Hlg) st 3.6Å~io-4 T2 (cm'i) (io2)

                                                                      'and
                     Aig) ,tt 3,3.Io-6 T2, (lo3)

where
                         '

                     T> tv200K. (104)

These values become constants in a low temperature range near OK. At
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4.2K the half value width is very small (Hlg)=3 cm'1) and the line shape

is almost symmetric (A=O.1).

    Toyozawa consluded in his calculation20) that in the following tem-

perature range, the broadening of the line shape has the quadratic

dependence on temperature (refer to Appendix C);

                T3 <<T<< T4, (los)
where
                                        '                T3=2.6 in"u21kg, Oo6)
and
                                                 '
                T4 ='huKD!kg, (107)
and the half value width is given by

                H=o.3 g2 (kT)21fh*u2. (los)

The electron-phonon coupling constant g should be much smaller than

unity and is given by

                g= ih"2 Ed21q13(\o:{)u"1• (log)

In the above expressions, the following quantities are used:

      KD: Debye cut-off wavenumber.

      iii": renormalizedexciton translational mass given by

                                  •**
                    "-* m* Me + Mh
                    M=1+6= 1+6, (110)
           where m" is the exciton translational mass and 6 is a constant

           factor for the exciton translational energy (i12K212m*) depend-

           ent term in the formula representing the transition energy

           shift A due to exciton-phonon interaction and is given by

                     6= (2!3cr2) (kT/huKD)g. (111)
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      Ed: deformation potential associated with conduction band and

           valence band.

      M: mass of unit cell.

      vo: volume of unit cell.
                       '                                                                       20)As the temperature is lowered below T2, the half value width H becomes

                           '

                       H= (l})gkT (Tl<<T<<T2), (112)

and
                       H= (l2ÅÄ)gih*u2 (TETI) (113)

where

                       Tl=2ni"u21k (n4)
and

                       T2=2,12th"u21kg (ns)

However he has not given the exact solution for the line shape at lower

temperature than T2•
    By using Eq.(108) and the half value width at'v300K (H=32 cm-1), we

can roughly estimate the coupling constant to be g20.08, and the critical

temperature Tl to be tv8K, where we assume that 6=O, the exciton transla-

tional mass m"=1.6 mo (see section V-3-c), and the sound velocity

u=o.6Å~io6 cmlsecl8) ihen, we have the theoreticai vaiue Hblo.3 cm-i

at 4.2K, which is smaller by one order of magnitude than the observed

one (H=3 cm-1)e9) considering that the resoiution of the spectrorneter

is probably less than 1 cm'1 in the energy range, we cannot attribute

the large half value width to the experirnental error and also therefore,

the above mentioned theory cannot explain the experimental result at 4.2K
                                   'For simplicity, the rnost part of the half value width at '4.2K is assumed

to be the temperature-independent part which was discussed in a previous

                                                             (1)section. we estirnate this temperature-independent width Hls,o to be

                                                              '
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            -1              . Then, we can obtained the following theoretical results(2.5Å}O.5) cm

instead of Eq.(102),

                         '
             HIg) = (2.sÅ}o.s) + c3.2Å}o.2)Å~io-4.T2 (c.-i)

                   (T3cr130K<<T<<T4bl6.9Å~lo3K) , ' (n6)

                                                       '             Hig) = (2.sÅ}o.s) + (3.4Å}o.i)Å~io'"2•T (cm-i)

                   (Tl=8K<<T<<T2=106K), (117)

             Hil) = 2•s Å} o.s (cm-i)

                   (TSTIor8K), (118)
Where g=O.076 and KD=1.14Å~108 cm'1. The comparison of the theoretica!

line with the experimental one is illustrated in Fig.37.

    The deformation potential Ed obtained from Eq.(109) is about 8 eV,

if we take the density M!vo=5,9 glcm3. This value is not- an unreason-

able value, compared with those for other semiconducting compounds.

However, the value is not consistent with the result obtained by Gross

     15)     . (O.2 eV) which was obtained from their measurements of theet al

energy shift and the splitting of the yellow ls direct line under uniaxial

stress. On the other hand, if we use the value Ed=O.2 eV in the

estimation of the ha!f value width by the use of Eqs.(108) and (109),

we obtain an extremely unreasonable value for the width as Hglo-5 cm'1

even at 300K. On the other hand, it is known that if we use the

deformation potential of 8eV instead of O.2 eV in the discussion performed

in section V-3-b, the discussion may not receive any serious effect and

we may arrive at a similar conclusion.
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Vl. Conclusion

    For the purpose of obtaining rnore detailed and more useful informa-

tion 'than the one in the past by the conventional spectroscopy, a new tech-

nique for the wavelength moduiation spectroscopy has been developed.

In the advantages of the technique, we have been able to measure the

wavelength derivative absorption spectra of Cu20 containing many strue-

tures in the energy regions of the yellow and the green exciton series

over a wide temperature range.

    By the aid of Eniott's theoriesiO'3i) on the exciton absorp-

tion spectra and of the other experimental reports, each spectral struc-

ture observed could be ascribed to some kind of optical transition.

Three kinds of phonon assisted indirect transition edges were newly

found at 4.2K, and the structures associated with the exciton direct

transition to the ls state and the higher excited states were also

observed even at room temperature. We alos found out the impurity

associated transition.

    According to Toyozawa's theory 18'20) which described the

effect of lattice vibration on the exciton absorption spectra, we

performed the line shape analysis of these exciton structures. The

line shape of the direet exciton line can be e)cplained in terms of

 asymmetric Lorentzian, except for the yellow ls direct line, and the

half value width and the degree of asymetry of the line is found to

increase linearly, in an approximation, with temperature in the high

 temperature region. On the other hand, the line shape of the yellow

 ls direct line deviates from Lorentzian. It shows a characteristically

 asymmetric line figure (A=O.31 at 300K), reflecting the fact that the

 bottom of the ls exciton state situates at K=O and, therefore, no states

 with the same energy exist in other exciton bands. The half value
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width and the degree of asymmetry becomes nearly proportional to T2 at

high temperature. Ihe order of magnituae of the half value width can

be explained in terms of the broadening due to the intraband scattering

of exciton by acoustic phonon, when we assune the deformation potential

                                              'Edst8 gV.

    The broadening parameter of the indirect exciton edges associated

with the ri2 phonon is about ahalf of the half value width of the ls

direct line.

    Based on the temperature dependences of the half value width and the

degree of asymetry in the Lorentzian line figure, and the energy shift

of the transition point, we can conclude that in the exciton states of

Cu2Q, the optical phonon ri2(NllO cm-1) plays an important role vaa

the exciton-phonon interaction.

    Using the Rydberg constants both for the ye!low and the green exciton

series and the binding energy of the electron in the donor state obtained

from the analysis of the impurity associated transition, we obtained the

effective masses of the electron in the conduction band and of the holes

in the valence bands to be mg cr (.99 mo, m"Åíh = O.64 mo(light) and

mfih "1•40 mo(heavy). The e!ectron effective mass do not agree with that

of the hole in the yellow exciton series'. This result is consistent
with that obtained by Hodbye2)

     It must be noted in the calculation of the exciton energies in Cu20,

 especially of the ls exeiton energies, that on account of the considerably

 small radii and large binding energies of the excitons, the two kinds

 of optical phonons affect individually on the dielectric constant, and

 also we must take seriously the non-screening effect and the central cell

 correction and, therefore, the brealcdown of the effective mass approxima-

 tion into consideration.
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VII Appendices
                                     31)A. Elliott's Theory (Exciton Spectra)

    The exciton state function can be expanded in terms of the Bloch

functions only of the highest valence and lowest conduction bands near

the ektrema in the case of weak electron-hole interaction. For sim-

plicity, we assume that the band extrema locate at K=O and the both are
                                                                   'spherical bands with effective masses rng and n}fi. For this case, the

exciton of quantum number n with wave vector K may be written

              l"'K' = K.iKh Vll8lrKhlKe'C;KhV>' (A-i)

where the state of the right hand side has an electron with wave vector

Ke in the conduction band and of the Bloch function VKe,c(re) and also

has a hole with wave vector Kh in the valence band, i.e., the state misses

an electron of the Bloch function ".Kh,v(rh). The summation is restricted

to the state with the wave vectors obeying the following relation:

                    Ke"Kh=K' (A-2)
The function Åë, which is the Fourier transformation of Yll65Kh, satisfies

the following equation in the effective mass approximation:

              [sk. p,2• + iX pil + vr(r)] o(p,r) =E o(p,r), (A-3)

where Åë(p,r) can be written as

                                                           '                     O(p,r) =exp(iK•p) Åë.(r). (A-4)

Here p is the coordinate of the electron-hole center of mass, r the

relative position:
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                    * de                  mere + mhrh
               P, =, mg+mi; , r= re-rh• (A-5)

Pr and Pp are the momenta conjugate to r and p, and V(r) the potential

due to the electron-hole interaction -e21Er, where E is the dielectric

constant, and the exciton mass is defined as follows:

                      '                                    '                    m* = mg + mfi (exciton translational mass)

                                   -1 -1                            -1                      y= Cmg + mfi )                                          (exciton reduced mass).

For the bound state, Åën is the normalized hydrogen-atorn function with

reduced mass p and effe.ct' ive charge E-i12e. The formation energy of an

e5cciton in thenstate with wave vectorKis '

                 en,K=t6ilii-ll/"Eg, '(Ad7)

where.

                     '                 RS=iiX;l2 •. (A-s)

The effective "Bohr" radius is given by

                       22                 ao =li ;= 2-(RS7)'1. (A-9)
                      pe •
For the unbound state Åën is written by the use of a Coulomb wave

function with the energy of reiative motion s2k212v.

(a) The direct transition probability between the ground state IO> and

the exciton state ln,K> is given by

             .hi. I<O IMIn,K>l26 Chv - e.,K)• (A-- io)
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Here m is the electron mass, M the rnomentum operator, and .

    I`OIMl"sK>1 = K.iKhYll85Kh ltpK.,c(r)'iffig'eth-Kh,v(r) dr, (A-n)

where g is the photon polarization vector. Because of the momentum

         .conservatlon, .                                            '

                  .K.=-Kh and K=O. (A-12)
Therefore, a line SPeCtra from the K=O states of the exciton bands are

expected to be observed, and the f values of the lines for unpolarized

incidence are given by

                    fn=hie 1`OIMI",K>12' ' (A-I3)

Ocnoeihfeic:.ihnetri:a\giri:inttheed bC;ntinUOUS absorption spectra, the absorptin

              ct = i}g e. I<o lM in ,K> l 2 s. (E) , (A- i4)

where Sn(E) is the density of states ln,O> per unit energy range at

E=lhv-E        l•
       g
    In the case of symmetry-forbidden transition by electric dipole interac-

tion , the integral in Eq.(A-11) becornes zero at Ke=o. However, f.or a small

value of Ke the integral may be proportional to Ke(=Kt), then .

   . ' <olMI.,o> = ?...(z;•fo.&y?,l9K,. 2... .g. el\(O) ,• (A-ls)

                                                    '

                               4 aÅë.(o) 2
                        fn = gXcv ar '                                                                 (A-16)

                             '
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       H2where gxcv represents the f value of an atomic transition with a dipole

moment ex . Besides,
         cv

            aÅëg;O) 2. :i.g.g ."igl (eR]g)S?. (A-17)

                            o

and it has a nonzero value only for the p states, The energy positions

of the lines in a series, therefore, can be predicted by the following

     .equatlon;

                  hv = Eg -- R;ln2 (n=2,3,4,--d----), (A-18)

                                                                    '

where Eg is the band gap. At large n values, the lines o yerlap

               'each other and form a "quasi-continuum" with the absorption coefficient

                  ct = (16n2vx4..e!3agc)[1 - E!R;], ' (A-lg)
                                              i

where
                         Ril;112
                                        (E =E                                                - hv).                   S(E) =                           312                                              g                         2E

For the true continuum where hv-E g=E>O, the absorption coefficient is

given by

        ct : 4iT 2ve2x4cv(1+B2) Be"B (2v) 5/ 2E 3/213 cfi5 si nhTB, (A -- 2o)

where B = (Ri>IE)1!2 and s(E) = (El!212T2)(2u!h)312.

(b) Transitions to exciton states with K\O may take place with simultaneous

creation or destruction of a phonon. The transition probability is

now proportional to

      li `O'nKIMI,in'?ins'Iiii;20i"::liin'K'nK'i'i26(en,K Å} 'fitoK - hv) (A-2i)
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Expanding the states li,O> and ln,K> into the Bloch functions as in the

                                     nKcase of Eq.(A-1), and assuming that YKg,Kh have large values only at

KeNO and KhntO, we can express the exciton-phonon interaction matnx
eiement,in an approximation,by the form: c"Åën(o)(no+ iS Å} })i12

(C'':constant). Besides, as the density of states can be expressed as

                   (ttlt) 1/2(e.,K - E.,o) 112, ' (A-22)

the absorption coefficient resulted is proportional to

                  lÅë.(o)i2(hv ' e.,o ; 'rloso)112(no+ '} Å} 'll-)• (A'-23)
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                             19)B. Toyozawa's Theory (General)

    The HaJniltonian for the electron-lattice system can be written as

                   H= 17e'E{L "V, (B-1)

where He is the Hamiltonian of the electron system, HL that of the

lattice system and v represents the interaction between thern. For the

case, the absorption coefficient is given, in general, by

                   ctcv) =n-c.•l- (n: refractive index), (B-2)

                                                         'where

          += (ili)2 n22iv nin,MK;oMn';o

               Å~ J"codtei2TVt{<n,ole-iHt!hln,,o>eiHLtleh}Av. (B'3)

                  .co

with {-----}Av. :' TyL[e'HL/kT{-----}]ITrL(e'HLIkT). Here the symbol

{-----}Av means the average over the initial distribution of lattice

vibrational states, and T"L refers only to the lattice system.

Expression of Eq.(B-3) is called the method of generating function.

We expand the exponential function in Eq•(B-3) as

          e-iHt!h . e'i(He"HL)t,Rh

                     Å~ .:/o(i6) -M I:dtl--" iiM- ldt. El ' (tl) -- '- '- H' (t.) ,

where

         Ht(t) E ei(He'HL) t/5 v e'i (He'HL)tl`h. (B-s)

Then we have
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                    2.        ct(V) = m22TcnXv nint M ;o "4n';o

                      ilr::tei2Tvt-ien,otieh lium(t;nnt), cB-6)

where

     Um(t;nn')

        = (ith)-M Iidtl---- I:M-at.{<n,KIHt(tl)---- flt(t.)ln,,K>}Av.. (B-7)

From the character of V, Um vanishes for odd m. The first two terms

for n=n' are given by

                  Uo (t;nn) =1, (B-8)
                                  tco                  U2(t;nn) = -'h'2 ,i'odT f-g:E(t--T)e-iET19hf.(E), (B-g)

where

            f7n(E) E,,i,KIV2K;.ol2 6(e2,K ' 'hcoK - e.,o - E)• (B'-10)

(a) The weak coupling limit '
    The value of the continuous function fn(E) is assumed not to vary

appreciably over the range AE, and we have the following relation:

                'fi/AE "T.(E) i fifik (E) !f. (E)' (B-11)

For a value of ltl much larger than Tc, we can rewrite Eq.(B-9)

asymptotically as
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           u2(t;nn) = -s'2IgdTI:.dEe"'iETIfi(t+thalBE)f.(E)

                                                                      '             L = 'PIffi(E)IE'dE ;i"ffi(O)'(r..,o16)Itl ' itA..,olh, (B-12)

where

         r..,o i Tf.(O), and An.,o :' '-Pff.(E)!E'dE• (B-'13)

rnn,o and Ann,o have also been defined in Eq.(22) in different expressions.

    If we take int'o account only the diagonal term n=n' in Eq.(B-6), and

take the following approximation

         Uo+ U2' :---- '{1'PIf.' (E)/E'dE}{1;iTfi:(O)}

                         Å~ e Xp {- (r.. ,o lh) ltl '- itA..,o 16 }, (B- 14)

and assume

                       rnn,o'Tc <`6 (B-15)

then, we can rewrite the absorption coefficient of Eq.(B-6), for the

Åëontribution of the n-th exciton band as

      .n(v) . {::.!L e21Mn,o12 a.nn) rnn,o ' 2An{hV'En,o2"Ann,o)} 2 , (B-i6)

                 rn cnv hv-(e                                       n,o+Ann,o) + (rnn,o)

where
                                                                      '        n. = •-PIfA (E) /E•dE, and A. = (T/2) fl, (O). ' (B -- 17)

The line shape of Eq.(B--16) is found to be an asynimetric Lorentzian.

                             is proportional to T in the high temperatureThe half value width H=2r                        nn ,O

range since rnn,o is given by, according to Eq.(22),
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     rnn,o aC'{(nK+ 1)6(en,,o-en,K-fitoK) + nK6(en,,o'en,K'lltoK)}, (B-18)

The condition (B-15) can be interpreted as follows: If we imagine that

the wave packet of an exciton eomes into collision with the wave packet

of a phonon and the collision duration is of the order of Tc, the condi-

tion (B-15) for the Lorentzian case means that the interval between the

successive collisions is larger comparing to the collision duration.

(b) The strong coupling limit •
    If the exciton energy bands are narrow enough., or the exciton

lattice interaction is strong enough, that is, bn/2<Dn, we can rewrite

Eq.(9) in an approximation as follows:

                                    D2
                                     n2                 U2(t;nn)Åí=n only ='` 2h2 t, (B-19)

where bn is the energy band width of the exciton and Dn is represented by

                 Dfi = ,iKIVnK;.o12 oc iil (2nK ' 1)• ,' (B'2o)

                                    '

Then, the absorption coefficient is given by
        a.(v) -{l!'L eiiM.."eol2tC6 exp{.- (hVli:"•o) }, (B-2i)

                              nn
                   '
which has a Gaussian line figure, and the half value width H=2,IT2(Zn2)1/2D
                                                                       n
is proportionai to Ti!2 in the high terTrperature range, since Dg is

proportional to phonon distribution nurnber.

    In the above discussion, we have neglected the non-diagnal terrns

Um(t;nn') and, moreover, in thestrong coupling case, the diagonal terms

of Åíkn. However, the neglected terms are not essentially irnportant

and give no fundamental change to the above results. We define a
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                                  20)C. Toyozawa's Theory (Lowest Band)

    We have seen in Appendix B that the exciton absorption line shape is

Lorentzian only in the case that

                    s< 1, (C-1)
and

                    r(K) •T.(K) <•h. (C-2)
                                         '

The second condition means that the successive collisions must take

place with sufficient long intervals in the elementary processes.

Tc is of the order of the de Broglie wavelength divided by the velocity

of the exciton, that is:

                    T.(K) = (lili'{!IY (5Klm*) =itli "KM2" . (c-3)

In the case of acoustical mode of lattice vibration, we have

                    r(K) =const.•gTK, (C-4)
where g is the normalized dimensionless exciton-phonon coupling constant.

Therefore, the relation (C-2) is not valid in the neighborhood of K=O

for the intraband scattering, though s may be small. The difficulty

arising from the singular behaviors of r(K) and Tc(K) in the vicinity

of K=O takes place when the bottom Cm*>O) or the top (m'<O) of the band

situates at K=O and also there are no levels in other exciton bands with

the same energy value to that of the relevant K=O exciton. Because,

otherwise, the K=O exciton might be scattered into other states with

finite probability and no singularity occurs at K=O. This singularity

prevented us to perform thequantitatiVediscussion shown in Appendix B.

The exciton states with small K, for which T(K)Tc(K)>fl,intermingle with

each other in a cornplicated way, since we cannot distinguish the states
                                                      '
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between the successive collisions. In these cases, therefore, we can

only estimate an apparent momentum K for the states given by

         r(il)•T.(R) =h i.e., il = const.•2illl' gT. (c-s)

Thus, the line width H becomes

              HN- 2r(k) ct cgT)2• (c-6)

In order to discuss the line figure more precisely, Toyozawa has adopted

the darnping theory presented by van Hove50) which can remove the above

mentioned singularity, and he has expanded the "shift and broadening"

matrix in the power series of the Coupling constant g. Then, using

the Feynman's graph, he has summed up the significant terms in the p6wer

series in order that an exact result up to the sixth order is given.

!n his' calculation the following assuixption are used:

(1) Deformation potential model(long wavelength acoustical phonon model)

for the exciton-phonon interaction, where the coupling constant g is

defind by

                     -.22 3              g= vom" Ed l(h Mu). (C-7)

This constant has a close relation with the parameter s in Appendix B.

Toyozawa used in this case an energy unit defined by

               ro = g2 (kT) 21(su2ih'u2). (c-s)

(2) Elastic scattering by phonon, for which we can neglect the dissipa-

tion of the exciton energy by the scattering. If the half-value

width of the absorption peak H is much larger than the phonon energy,

we may also neglect a phonon energy. The lowest limit temperature

for the elastic scattering is given by
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                          T3=2.6 ih"u2!kg (c.g)

C3) High temperature. We may take the high temperature approximation

for the phonon number. From this assumtion, g<<1 can be introduced.

(4) Small width of absorption peak. The half value width of the

absorption peak H is required to be much smaller than the exciton energy

band width b. This condition can be rewritten as

                          T<< T4 ='riuKDIkg (c-lo)

    The line figure thus obtained by Toyozawa for m'>O is shown in Fig.10(a).

Trhe line shape differs from the Lorentzian, and has strong asymmetry

with a tail at the higher energy side of the peak due to the indirect

transition. The half-value width H is estimated to be about 23 r                                                                      and                                                                    o

the degree of asymetry A O.33. Toyozawa has pointed out that the

higher order processes, such' as the two and three phonon processes, rnust

play an important rolesin the determination of the line-width, in

conformity with the fact that the single phonon scatterings are inseparable

from each other for the long.wavelength excitons (K=O). The relation
                                                       ttof the half-value width H to g and T does not differ from the relation

(C-6) .
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D. Transition Associated with Impurity47)

    Here we would like to restrict our discussion to the line shape of
                                                               'the absorption spectrumassociated with the electron transition from
                                             '
one of the valence band to the donor 2p state. The wavefunction of

the donor state n=(n2m) is given by

                                       tt
                   Åë.(r) -2 C. (k) thk(r), (D'1)
                           k
                                               '
where ipk(r) is the Bloch wavefunction of the conduction band, and CKk),

a Fourier component of the donor envelope function. The photon energy

hv corresponding to the transition is given by

                   hV"Eg-ED2n' Ev (k), (D-2)

                               the binding energy of an electron in thewhere E is the band gap, E       g D,n'
donor state n and Ev(k) the energy of an electron having momentum 5k

in the valence band measured from the top of the valence band. The

optical matrix element related to the transition of an electron from

the valence band to the donor state n is given by

                                                    '                    HvÅÄD,n(k) = Cn(k) Hv+c(k), (D-3)

where Hv.c(k) is the optical matrix element re!ated to the transition

from the valence band to the conduction band and given by elmc'<vlMlc>.

Let us consider the case of a simple hydrogen-like donor state and

parabolic conduction (mass:mg) and valencebands (mass:mi;), then the

Fourier component CnCk) for the donor state n=(2pm)(m = O,Å}1) can be

glven by
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                         4T,!2'171i3'i k.Yl.(e,Åë)
              C2P ,M (k) " .712 "{(y2.) 2. k2 }3 ' (D-4)

                                                     '
         (e,Åë) is a spherical function and a the effective Bohr radius.where Y
       Åím

ED,2p and Ev(k) can be given as fonows; '

       ED.2p = /f;l2 " 26mi (IIf.)2, and E.(k) =- (:illk/2 .. (D-s)

                                              over three levels of m isThe summation of the absolute square of C
                                         2p ,m
  .wntten as

         IC2p (k) l2 = IillC2p ,m(k) l2 =1l/ÅÄ {cy2.}i . k2}6 ' (D-6)

The above mentioned transition in Cu20 is symmetry-forbidden. There-

                                                                      +fore, we expand the matrix element Hv-.c(k) in power 'series of k,

where the first term vanishes and then, we have, in an approximation,

                       --             Hv+.:(k) =k' {Vk H...(k) }k.o• (D-7)

The joint density of the state associated with the transition is

                        2 32T (21Iill)312[-E.(k)]II2• (Dd'8)
             p(k) = NI
                        C2T)                                 h

where NI is the concentration of the ionized impurity.
Then, the probability of the photon absorption accompanied by the tran-

sion from the valence band to the ionized donor 2p state is given by

      W(hV) = t4IEI..D,2p (k) l2P(k)6[hV ' E.(k) ' ED,2p - Eg], (D'9)

and the absorption coefficient is related to W(hv) by the following

equatlon:
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                    d= 2Tch2 .k. w(hv), . (D-io)
                                '

where c is the light velocity in vacuum and n is the index of refraction.

Then the absorption coefficient has the following form:

                                                 512         ,aiv=comfi(bED,2p)7i2Eilili)l::iiig;[Ell?iS{;l:'i6'."-i.iD.biEi2p}6

                             5!2             kComfi(b)7!2 cxlb)6, (D'11)

where

                   Co = 4C,"th NilekH...(k)Ik2..--o, (D-i2)

                      mde
                  b . -Sl                         , (D--13)                      rrtfi

and
                   x. !ll'll-.:...lllE ED 2p >o. (D-i4)

                            D

In Eq.CD-11), if b is small enough (b'vl) the denominator varies consider-

ably with hv even in the energy region smaller than the energies corre"

sponding to the band to band transition or other kinds of intrinsic transi-

tion and, therefore, we need to consider the energy dependence of the

denominator function as well as numerator one in Eq.(D-11). The energy

derivative spectrum dct!d(hv) is then given by, if we ignore a constant

factor,

                            '                             312                                (5/7•b - x)                        5!2 x                 dct                d(hv) =b (s,.b)7 ' (D-15)
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This function has its maximum at

                       x = O. 19b,

that is, the peak position of the spectrum hv p becomes

                 hv = E - (1 •- O. 19 b)E                                      D,2p'                   pg

                                                         'The functional line shapes of ct and dctld(hv) for various values

illustrated in Figs. D-1 and 2. Besides, the peal< height of

derivative spectrum is a function of b and is given by

              dfh"' v) k.o.lgb cc b512•b3i27'b . b-2.

(D-16)

(D-17)

 of b are

the

(D-18)
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E. Angular Frequency of Internal Motion of Exciton

    Let us consider paired electron and hole performaihg circular motions

around each other in an exciton. The angular frequency conr of the

relative motion of the paried particles in the n-th exciÅíon state

can be expressed by the use of the relative angular momentum nh as:

                '
          al:=,..,,.iellt,g:,•:g:i:} :oT:2".\•:.. ..,,.,,2- ,2fiK, • (E-i)

with

                           n2e2
                      an=2eRy ,• (E'2)

where RY is the effective Rydberg constant of the exciton and E the dielectric

                                                rconstant. So far as this angular frequency co                                                  does not exceed an optical
                                                n
phonon frequency alo, the lattice motion can follow the relative motion

of the pair and the low-frequency dielectric constant (static dielectric

constant es) may be applicable to the Coulomb interaction between the

electron and the hole in the exciton state. However, in the case of

the frequency co: being larger than alo, we must use the high frequency

dielectric constant e for the Coulomb interaction because the lattice
                     co
'motion can no rnore follow the exciton motion. The criterion which

dieleÅëtric constant is better to be applied for each exciton state

is,

               fuo;fico.r -" ft l?fÅÄ=ft hJ'E'• (E'3)

where hvgE) is the exciton binding energy at the n-th exciton state•

For the lowest exciton state (n=ls), the criterion becomes

                     tfiee               h.(1) .` o                                                                    (E-4)                  g> 2'
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and for the 2nd excitOn state Cn=2), it can be rewritten as

                    hv(2] E 6tu                                                                (E-5)
                      g> O'

    The static dielectric constant Åís has been considered to be applicable

to various problems in seniconductor exciton spectra. However, it is

worthy for us to check the consistency between the predicted angular

frequency and the useful range of the dielectric constant. This kind

of check is especially important for the interpretation of the spectra

of excitons having large binding energy such as those in Cu20 (refer to

sections V-3-c and V-5).
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